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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Introduction 
The grade pla cement of' scientific principles has been 
~dertaken by the Boston University School of Education, 
Science Department, ~s a project ~o be carried on through the 
succeeding years under the divection of' Dr. John G. Read. 
The experiment will be concluded when enough pupils and 
schools have been included in the study to make the conclu-
sions statistically significant. As more data are accumu-
lated, the extent to which the study will have to be 
¢arried should become apparent. When a sufficient number 
of' principles has been tested a complete overall report can 
be written giving the conclusions. That is, there will be 
a "percentage o:f' learning11 index for each principle for 
each modal mental age level. From this index it should be 
possible to ascertain that if a certain principle is taught 
to a certain modal mental age level then a certain percent-
age of the pupils can be e4Pected to learn the principle. 
This year both the background for the study and the 
design of the experiment are being done under the guidance 
of' Dr. Read and Mr. Herbert Oxendine. Also, the first 
group will start the experiment with each experimenter 
2 
taking one principle« The teaching method will be a lecture-
demonstration. The amount of learning will be measured by 
identical tests given before and after the lecture-demonstra~ 
tion. Data to be gathered will consist of the test scores; 
the pupil t s I .. Q. ,- M.A.-, .C.A., sext previous science instruc-
tion and science background. The results to be found by 
'each individual part!cipat~n~ in this study will be for only 
one or two grades in several schools~ This will give an in-
dication of the next grade that should be tested depending 
upon the ttpercentage of le arningn for that modal mental age 
level. 
As the study proceeds investigation into these prin-
cip~ s will be cont~nued and others started until there is 
an index of the 11 percentage of learners 11 for each modal 
mental age level for each principle. Each experimenter 
starting a new principle will leave his material for many 
teachers-in-service to use when he is finished. This will 
include the demonstratio~, a copy of the script, a tape 
recording of one of the actual lecture-demonstrations and 
the test. The same material will be used throughout the 
study for the same principle. The sample of schools will be 
chosen each year so that compl~te coverage may be made of 
each socio-economic level for grades 3-12. 
It is assumed for this study that there will exist a 
3 
dirrerence in the percentage or learners at dirrerent mental 
age levels. It is also assumed that the time spent in a 
good demonstration with a carerully prepared talk would pro~ 
duce a small increment pf' learning. 
The committee whose respons~bility it was to compile the 
data included in the l~terature "S.f:l background for this study 
consisted at the rallowing member~ under the chairmanship of' 
Norman G. Mills! 
Isabel L. Bouin 
John T. Callahan 
James Creighton 
Wallace J. Gleekman 
£ugene H. Goldrick 
George F. Grirfin 
Robert H. Jackman 
Eleanor Kancevitch 
-John G. Minot 
Henning A. Sahlberg 
Vincent J. Silluzio 
Schuyler G. Slater 
Virginia M. Wilson 
2. Justification 
Very little scientific evidence is available on the 
grade placement of science principles. Because of the 
4 
great increase of scientific knowledge, educators emphasize 
the need for research that will determine the age levels at 
which science concepts, principles and skills may be intro-
duced into the curriculum w~th optimum effectiveness. 
Beck1fstates that because .scientific knowledge is 
accumulating at such a rapid rate~ there is neither time 
nor excuse for teaching tne elementary scientific concepts 
in the higher grades. He points out that the scientific 
background and foundation prerequisite to an understanding 
of the individual science courses offered in the high 
schools are lacking in the beginning students. To find a 
solution to this problem, he suggests that research be 
started to determine, 11 ••• what fundamentals of science can 
we expect most children of similar ability and cultural 
background to master at each maturity level 11 • 2/ 
From a Progress Report of the Committee on Research 
in Elementary Science for the National Association for 
Research in Science Teaching, Venill3/believes that with 
1/ Alfred D. Beck, 11 Some Unanswered Questions Pertaining 
to the Organization of a Twelve Year Science Sequence 11 , 
Science Education (April, 1948), 34:176-177. 
~~Ibid., P• 177. 
3/ John Venill, uNeeded Research Studies in the Junior 
High Schools 11 , Science Education (April, 1948), 32~175-185. 
5 
·the great expansion o~ scienti~ic knowledge, concepts 
which ~eviously have oeen reserved for high school science 
courses will have to be taught in the junior high schools. 
He summarizes that, 11 ••• studies should be made on pupil 
r~adiness ~or more advanced science concepts.u ¢/ 
In the Thirty-~irst Yearbook the National Society ~or 
the Study o~ Edueation_g/ su~~e~:~s 'that a twelve-year sequence 
o~ science be taught, base.d .on the broad generalizations o~ 
_science. As an outgrowth o~ this plan, many problems ~or 
research were recognized. Morrison3/places the selection 
and sequences of courses within the c~riculum and the 
grade placement of topics at the top of a list of needed 
research in science teaching. 
However, research on the location of curricular 
material in science classes is complex. In order to make 
such studies objective and meaningful, educators, says 
Bellack, must take into consideration the basic findings 
from the fields of educational philosophy, sociology, 
child growth and development and psychology of learning.4/ 
1J John Venill, ~cit., p. 175. 
2/ National Society for the Study of Education, A Progpam 
for Teaching Sci~, Thirty-first Yearbook, 1932, Part I~ 
The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois. 
3/ Ibid., P• 354. 
--
l±/ Arno A. Bellack, 11 Sequence and Grade Placement", Journal 
of' Educational Research (April, 1948), 41:623. 
The writer believes that the aim of education is to 
give some meaning, some security and purpose in life. 
Ideally) education should provide an under•standing of the 
diversity and richness of the present-day world and take 
6 
into account our uncertaint,Y on ideas of life and the uni-
verse. More specifically, science education seeks to teach 
eff~ctively those principles and skills of science vuhich 
touch so largely upon everyday life. The aims of science 
teaching are contributory to the aims of education, mainly, 
as Bellack says, 11 life enrich.ment. 111/ 
In our society great emphasis is placed on education. 
Laws compel schooling up to a certain a~e, and all children 
are assured a free education. It is the school:t s responsi-
bility both to society and to the children to present those 
activities which will prepare the individual student to 
participate intelligently in our democratic society. 
Bellacki21rurther says, 11 In planning the sequence and 
placement of school expe~iences, then, consideration must 
be given at every stage to the demands of society in regard 
to both the important responsibilities of citizenship and 
1/ Arno A. Bellack, op. cit., p. 42. 
2/ Ibid., p. 623. 
the great variety or learnings and adjustments occasioned 
by circumstances peculiar to our culture • 11 
In part, grade pLacement of curricular material is a 
matter of providing experiences at each grade level wbdch 
·are suitable to the mat~ity level of the students and are 
designed to achieve the objectives of the program. 1/ 
7 
Kingsley defines maturation as' 11 .~.the n9rmal physical growth 
of the physiological functions. If these physiological 
structures have not deve+oped to the point where the child 
can carry on the activity essential f'or a particular kind 
of learning, it is quite obvious he will be unable to 
achieve success in this direction.u,g/ 
' In order to obtain the maximum efficiency in learning, 
maturation of the child must be considered carefully. 
Hilbreth3/points out that if a child is presented with a 
problem which is beyond his maturity level, he will reduce 
or simplify the problem to his own realm of understanding 
~ich may lead to misconceptions and make learning more 
difficult when the proper maturation level is reached. 
1/ Ibid., p. 625 
~/ Howard L. Kingsley, The Nature and Conditions of Learning, 
Prentice-Hall Inc., New Yol:'k, 1949, p. 49. · · · · 
3/ Gertrude Hilbre th, 11 The Difficulty Reduction Tendency in 
Perception and Problem Solvingtt, The Journal of Education.aJ. 
Psychology (April, 1941), 32t30.5-313. ·· · · · · 
VvashburneY points out that if' a child is presented with a 
problem above his maturity level with the implication that 
he should succeed, it will give him a feeling of' failure 
and undermine his security. "Instead we must guide him 
-8 
into those learning situations that he can attack effective-
ly and with sUfficient success to yield satisfaction:, en-
couragement and growth •. "Y 
Many of' the studies that have attempted to assign 
learning experiences to def'~nite m~turity levels have been 
concerned with motor-skill development in pre-school child~ 
ren. 3/ But a number of studies have been made to determine 
the role that m$.turation plays in'the development of various 
concepts, among them that of' Pistorkt/ who conducted an ex-
periment to determine how time concepts are acquired by 
children. Two group3 of 320 children were used in the 
study. In grades four and five, traditional separate 
courses in geography and history were taught to one group 
while the second group was taught geography as a major 
1/ National Society for the Study of Education, Child 
Development and the Curriculum, Thirty-eighth Yearbook, 
1939, Part I, University of' Cfiicago Press, Chicago, Illinois. 
:i:./ Ibid., p. 3 .• 
3/ Marian E. Breckenridge and Elee Vincent, ChiJd Develop-
ment, W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 1949. 
4/ Frederick Pis tor, 11 How Time Concepts Are Acquired by 
Children11 , Educational Method (Nov. 1940); 20:107-112. 
course and history inci,dentally.. In the sixth grade the 
f'irst group was given instruction with special attention 
placed on time charts~ time lines and other teaching aids. 
The other group had regular instruction with no special 
importance placed on t~me bo:qoepts.- Through analysis of' 
9 
test results at the completion of' the sixth es'!'ade, it was 
found that the group with special instruction gained 
:?lightly, but not sign.ificantly, in time-concept understand-
ing, over the group without special instruction. Pistor con-
cludes that 11 •••. evidence points heavily in favor of' matura~ 
tion rather than training as the dominating factor in time~ 
concept development. 111/ 
Piage~/ attempted to assign stages in the child's 
thought development to maturity level?• Through personal in-
terviews, questions were asked relating to the child's ideas 
of the causes of' natural phenomena. The responses were then 
placed in categories developed by Pia get. For example, 
Piaget traced three steps in concept development relating 
to the origin of the sun and the moon. The first step was 
that of artificiality of' that the sun and moon were made by 
some human being. The second step was a belief' that the sun 
1/ Frederick Pistor, op. cit., P• 111. 
2/,Jean Piaget, The Child's Conception of' the World, 
Harcourt, Brace & Company, ;r:nc., New York, 1929. 
10 
and moon were developed by a combination of' artificial and 
natural causes. The third stage in this development was the 
belief in a completely natural origin of' the sun and the 
moon. The implication was that the child passed from ~ne 
stage to another only wlfen he_ had reached the proper matur-
ity level. Due partly to the qomplexity and the subjective 
na.ture of interpreting the_ responses of' the children, Piaget t s 
method has been cri ti'cizeQ. and his. conclusions challenged .. 
Deutsche!/ conducted·~ stud1 at the University of 
Minnesota in another attempt to trace the development of 
concepts of' causal relations in children. Identical demon-
'· 
strations and tests were given to children'in.grades three 
through eight. Three experts familiar with Piagetrs work 
attempted to classify the answers to the test items into 
Piaget's categories. There was.little agreement among the 
jury as to where each response should be placed. It was 
found that there was a great deal of' overlapping, that 
most kinds of' answers were found over the entire age group 
and that the answers of children of a given age group could 
not be classified into a single V,rpe. Deutsche concluded 
that "Causal thinking apparently does not develop by stages 
1/ Jean Marquis Deutsche, The Development of Children's 
Concepts of Causal Relatio;ns; The.Univ(:}rsity or Minnesota 
Press, Minneapolis, 1937 ~ 
11 
but by a gradual process. 111/ She also found that the 
adequacy of the answers to the test questions increased with 
age, and the greatest increase noted was between the ages o~ 
11 and 12 years .2:./ 
Haup.J./ sought to gathe:r> evidence to find out if young 
children were capable ot the-mental activities associated 
with the 11 large generalization11 typ~ aim. His study was 
limited to grades one t~oug4 six. Haupt found that the 
ability to generalize preva~led at all grade levels, but 
that this abil.ity was limited by the complexity o~ the con-
cepts studied. 
Croxton t sl±/ study also indicates that children in the 
higher primary, the intermediate and the junior high school 
are capable of generalizing. 
However, grade placement of curricular material is not 
entirely a matter of maturation. It is a matter of learning 
readiness which includes maturation, experiential levels, 
interest and attitudes, social pressures and training. But 
17 Jean Deutsche, op. cit., p. 93. 
~/Ibid., p. 29-42. 
3/ George W. Haupt, An BXpE)rimental Application of a 
Philosophy of Science Teaching 1;-n .. an Elementary School, 
Teachers ·college, Columbia University Contributions to 
Education, No, 633. Bureau of Publications Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New York, 1935. 
1±/ W. C. Croxton, "Pupils Ability to Generalize It, School 
Science and Mathematics (Jan. 1936), 36:627-634. · · 
12 
these factors are ex~remely difficult to separate for study. 
In the human body every organ is an integrated part of' the 
whoJe body. If' one organ is malfunctioning, it will affect 
the normal activity ?f' the whole organism. Similarly, the 
child is a composite of' many factors, each affecting the 
functioning of' the other. 
All experiences, according to Dewey,l/ both take up 
something from those which have gone before and modify in 
some way the quality of' those which come after. West2/ 
says that it is useless to show that a given volume of' warm 
air is lighter than the same volume of' cold air before the 
concept that air is something that has weight and occupies 
space is understood. So while the pupil may be at the 
maturity level for understanding a certain concept, if' the 
necessary background is lacking, he will not learn effect-
ively. Even if the maturity and experiental levels are 
adequate for learning, lack of' interest or proper attitudes, 
inadequacy of' teaching method and materials may account for 
unprofitable learning. 
1J John Dewey, Experience and Education, The Macmillan 
Coo, New York, 1938, p. 27. 
2/ Joe Young West, 11 Do viie Expect Too Much or Too Little 
of' Children from Their Experiences in Science?n Science 
Education (Oct. 1944), 33:298. 
13 
This study is designed to establish a learning index or 
the various scientific principles.- This learning index will 
indicate the ~proximate mental age level at which the~e 
principles can be taught effectively to children of similar 
ability and background. Because of the complexity of the 
learning :process, absolute values as to where each principle 
should be included in the curriculum is not expected, but 
the results may prove helpful to curriculum planners in 
determining the grade placement of these principles. The 
results of this study will be of importance to classroom 
teachers, textbook writers, standardized-test makers, and 
producers of visual-aids. It may, moreover, help bring 
about an orderly, systematic teaching of science; resulting 
in more and efficient learning. 
3. Design of the Experiment 
A. Scope and Limitations 
14 
The objective of this study is to establish a learning 
index for a number of scientific principles both in the 
elementary and secondary grades, the total study being made 
over a period of approximately ten years. An index of 
learning is to be assigned to each level at which the 
experiment is carried out. 
A beginning has been made here by twenty-eight students 
working with different principles. Subs.equent investigators 
using identical techniques with the same or other principles 
at different age levels may, after having secured data on a 
large number of pupils, predict with some accuracy where a 
certain principle might be taught with knowledge of its 
being understandable to the majority of pupils at that age 
level. 
The procedure to be described is essentially the same 
in all the studies made by these twenty-eight investigators. 
However, since certain of these persons could not, of 
necessity, meet all of the conditions here set down because 
of their own teaching duties, the procedure has had to be 
sli-ghtly varied in such cases. Whenever any changes have 
been expedient, it will have been noted in subsequent 
chapters. 
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The population used in the study made by this rirst group 
of investigators is composed of pupils from the third to the 
twelfth grades. They are a stratiried sampling of the school 
population of several New England states. 
Each pupil's mental age is known through the use of 
chronological age, as rurnished either by the pupil himself 
or the teacher, and the I .Q,. o}?tained from the results of 
the administration of the Otis Quick-Scoring intelligence 
test. This enabled the experimenter to establish the mental 
modal age for each grade division of pupils tested. 
The pupils whose test scores are included in the study 
all have mental ages within the limits or one year from the 
highest to the lowest. Once the modal mental age had been 
established, only the scores of those pupils with mental 
ages of plus or minus six months from the mode were selected 
to be included in the subsequent analysis. 
Each investigator has examined two class divisions in 
rive schools. Of the total of ten groups included, five are 
samples of the same grade level and the other five are sam-
ples rrom a different grade level which are separated rrom 
the first five samples by two yearsj that is, if a particu].ar 
investigator chose five tenth-grade divisions, he will also 
have chosen either five eighth- or five twelfth~grade 
divisions. 
• 
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Two examinations have been given to all pupils included 
in this study. The first will be known as the pre-test and 
the second as the post-test. They were identical. The 
post-test was siven ·within an hour after the administration 
of the pre-test. The time lapse between the two was occupied 
either by the presentation of a .demonstration serving to 
illustrate the particular principle being tested, in the 
case of what is known as the experimental group, or by 
reading non-relevant material by the group to be known as 
the control. 
Strict discipline was maintained in each group. in 
order that the pupils might not comm~nicate with one another 
or be distracted from the examination or the demonstration 
given. 
The demonstration was of large enough size, and was 
well lignted, so as to be seen by all the pupils in the 
class room easily. 
B •. Discussion of Procedure 
The first step involved the selection by each investi-
gator of a principle to be demonstrated and tested. Such 
accepted lists as that compiled by Robertson1/ were consulted. 
1/ Martin L. Reb ertson, 11 Selection of Science Principles 
Suitable As Goals of Instruction in the Elementary School 11 , 
Science Bducation (April, 1935) 1 19:65-70. 
. . 
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A review of the literature established that the teach-
ing of principles is an effective method for teaching 
science. It was found that facts were retained better when 
pupils were taught by principles. Also, relationships in 
applied learning were pevceived more easily. Further find-
ings on science teaching by principles are discussed in 
greater detail in a subsequent section. 
The second step consisted in devising one or more 
demonstrations which illustrated the chosen principle. The 
time allotted for this teaching material was in most cases 
approximately 15 minutes. These demonstrations were necess-
arily simple, large, and contained as nearly as possible 
the 11 purity of concept" which has been interpreted by 
Nichols~/ to mean that the demonstration illustrates one and 
only one principle. But if all other principJes could not 
be eliminated, they were judged not to detract from the 
principle which the demonstration illustrated; they were 
judged not to lead to a misconception of the material taught. 
The demonstration material of each experimenter was 
decided upon and the apparatus set up after having been pre-
sented to and passed on by a board consisting of a small 
group of investigators who, in turn, held their demonstration 
I/ w. M. Nichols, New and Improved Demonstrations For Use 
in Teachinc. Scientif'ic Pl"•inciple·s in Chemistry, Unpublished 
Master•s Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 
1950, P• 4. . 
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material up to scrutiny by fellow board members. 
In a subsequent section of this thesis are discussed 
the criteria for a good demopstration. The eleven pertinent 
points are summarized as follows:: 
1. The demonstration should illustrate a basic principle. 
2. The demonstration shoul~ illustrate one principle 
only. 
3. The action of the 'demonstration should be clearly 
visible to all. 
4. The apparatus should be on a large scale. 
5. The demonstration should work; it should be as 
infallible as possible. 
6. The demonstration should be simple and the speed 
of action suitable. 
7. The demonstration should be dynamic. 
8. A slight dramatic element is sometimes useful. 
9. An element of the unexpected is sometimes effective. 
10. The apparatus should be of easily available and 
inexpensive material. 
11. The apparatus used in a biven demonstration should 
be stored away intact until it is to be used again .. 
All members of the group have adhered rigidly to these 
criteria. 
It might be mentioned here that research, which will be 
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described in Chapter 2, on the idea that demonstrations are 
effective brought to light the fact that the demonstration 
is equal to or better than any other method of teaching 
science. Thus it is seen that if a pa1•ticular scientific 
principle can be tau@~t at a certain age ~vel, the demon-
stration method is as good a w~y known to aid in the teaching 
of it. 
After having perfected the demonstration a third step 
in the proced·u.re was followf:?d. Each investigator devised a 
test of the four ... answer mul'tiple choice ty:r:e to be adminis-
tered in not over 15 minutes time. This type consisted o.f 
approximately thirty items divided into three groups. The 
first ten items were based directly on the demonstration to 
be given. The second group consisted o.f items which involved 
transference; that is, these items did not test an understand-
ing of the demonstration directly but tested the ability to 
apply the scientific principle involved to other simp~ near-
by situations. The last ten items were more difficult; 
they involved an application of the principle but were of 
such a nature that correct answers might be made by the pupils 
who had gotten the most from the demonstration. 
All of the items were so worded that the pupil could be 
given this test before the demonstration had been seen and 
yet answer the questions if he understood the principle. 
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For example, a question might be begun with a phrase such as 
11 If a tight wire is plucked, •••.•• n, etc. 
In order to establish a suitable vocabulary for the items 
on the test, Thorndike'sl/ Teacher's ~Book was used. 
This volume lists words used most often in standard English 
reading material. Words used in the items we:r>e compared with 
the list to suit either the elementary or the secondary 
grades. If the particular words were not mentioned, others 
had to be substituted& The final form of the test contained 
a vocabulary which was suitable to the level at which each 
investigator was working. A copy of the writer's test is 
included in the appendix. 
The test items were put in the interrogative form when-
ever practical with the answer to each consisting of one 
correct response and three distraotors. 
V~en the test was completed, it was presented to the 
same board which had previously judged the quality of the 
demonstration material. The items were passed if, in the 
opinion of the board, they were valid. An answer sheet for 
the test was devised whereby an enclosed space w~s left 
after the number of each item for the letter of choice. 
The fourth step in the procedure involved the adminis-
tration of the test to approximately one hundred pupils of 
the same grade level as the pupils for which it was finally 
l/ l!.dward L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge, The Teacher t s Word 
Book of 30,000 Words, Bureau of Publications, Teacher•s 
College, Columbia University, New York, 1944. 
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intended. The results were inco~po~ated in an item analysis 
which is desc~ibed in a late~ section of this thesis. Any 
items which were shown not to be serving especially well were 
left on this final form of the test but only those items 
which were functioning well were use~ in subsequent com-
pilations. 
As the fifth step, a script to accompany the demonstra-
tion was written by each investigator using a suitable 
vocabulary selected from Thorndike's word list. 1/ This was 
not to be read to the experimental group while the demon-
stration was shown but served as a guide for the demonstra-
tion lecture, key points of the written procedure having 
been committed to memory by the experimenter. This mini-
mized the probability of the individual lectures varying 
widely from day to 4ay. 
The investigator then presented his lecture and demon-
stration to a· few pupils inviting comments after the pre-
sentation. In this manner both the script and demonstration 
were ref'ined. 
At this point in the procedure, the test and the demon-
stration were ready to be given. Each investigator had 
written to superintendents of schools, receiving permission 
to test pupils of two particular grades in each school. 
1/ Edward L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge, op. ~· 
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Altogether five schools were selected and the pupils of two 
grade divisions in each school were chosen as subjects for 
the experiment4 In some cases, investigators chose the 
elementary .grades and in othet>s, the secondary. 
The sixth step involved the administration of the Otis 
Q,uick-Scoring intelligence test, by the investigate~ or the 
teacher of each particular division, during a period within 
two weeks of the demonstration ... 
The largest part of the experimental work is contained 
in the seventh step. On a prearranged date at a prescribed 
hour all the students of one class were pre-tested at the 
same time; that is, the examination was presented to the 
pupils before the principle was demonstrated. They were 
first given a test booklet 1;1nd an answer sheet marked 
Test l on which there was a place for the filling in of the 
following information: name, sex, date of birth, name of 
school and town, and the previous training each pupil had 
in science. With regard to some of these items, in the lower 
elementary grades the information noted had to be checked 
and, many times, suppl:i,.ed by the teacher. 
Each answer sheet contained a random number in the upper 
right hand corner and also a place for the investigator to 
later fill in any information he desired such as socio-economic 
background~ I.Q.., etc• A sample answer. sheet is shown in the 
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appendix. 
The time allotted for the pre-test was approximately 
fifteen minutes. At the end of this time the answer sheets 
were collected and h~+f of the pupils in the class were sent 
to another room, after handing their test booklets to the 
demonstrator or the teacher in charge. The remaining hal:r--
kept their booklets and stayed ~n the room to see the demon-
stration. 
Half of the pupils were r~ndomly selected according to 
a method used by Lindquist l/. A table in his book was con-
sulted and utilized. To explain the use of the table, it is 
perhaps expedient to use a hypothetical class in a single 
run pf the exp~riment. Since there are 36 pupils in this 
class and half are to be selected at random, 18 pupils must 
be chosen arbitrarily. The first step is to assign numbers 
from 00 to 3.5 to the 36 answer sheets. This may be done in 
any order. Then it is necessary to select a starting point 
on the table by referring to a column and row number. As 
Lindquist 2/ states, 
uThis starting point should be determined before 
looking at any number in the table. Once having se-
lected the starting point and direction, no pecularity 
in the numbers read should be permitted to cause one 
to disregard the results and start anew at another 
point .. 11 · 
1/ Everet F.Lindquis~, S~atist.i9;~1, .A.~~lysis in Educational 
Research, Houghton M~ff'l~n Company; os ton, 1940, table 18., 
p. 262 
~~ Ibid., P• 26. 
From the starting point and reading in the chosen direction~ 
the ~irst 18 unlike numbers below 36 are taken and the pupils 
previously assigned these n~bers are then one o~ the halves 
of the c~ass. 
A~ter the class was diyid~~i', the answer sheets ~or the 
pre ... test were collected ·and half the class was removed, as 
stated above. This :qalt was designated as the control 
group.. They spent the next; 1$ minutes reading silently -some 
non-science material in another room. 
Up to this time, the demon~tration apparatus, which 
had been ~eviously pl~ced in the room where the pre~test 
had been given, was kept covered with a cloth. With only 
half the original group present, these demonstration materials 
were uncovered and the investigator began his experiments 
with his accompanying remar.ks of explanation. 
When the demonstration, having laste4 approximately 15 
minutes, was over, a post~test answer sheet marked Test 2 
was distributed to each pupil. This sneet was the same as 
that for the pre-test with the exception of the identifying 
test number~ The original closed test booklet, which was 
to be used for the post-test, had been placed in the upper 
right hand corner of each pupil's desk,. The group had pre-
viously been cautioned by the demonstrator not to open the 
booklets or talk among themselves while he was experimenting. 
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The post-test, being identical to the pre-test since the 
test booklet contained only the one test, was then adminis-
tered to this experimental group. At the end of the allotted 
15 minutes, the pooklets a~d both answer sheets were collected. 
Meanwhile in tb,e room to which the other half of the 
class, the control group, ha.d l!foved, the same post-test was 
given as was administe;r>ed to the_ experimental group by a 
teacher who also supplied the pupils with an answer sheet 
marked Test 2 ~nd a te~t booklet. After about 15 minutes had 
elapsed, the papers and booklets were collected. 
In the cases where the investigator was working with 
elementary grade school pupils, the demonstration was given 
to the control group after they had taken the post-test be-
cause of the interest they undoubtedly had, because of ad-
ministrative reasons, and~ mQre important, because the time 
element was not such an important factor as it was in the 
secondary school where. the control group was not given the 
demonstration. 
This same procedure was repeated with indivi·dual divi-
sions in each school until, as mentioned above, data on a . 
total of ten divisions in five schools was collected. 
It has been found that a reliable method of measuring 
the amount of learning of some specific activity, is by 
means of the test ... retest method. By using the test-retest 
method, the level of previous knowledge concerning the 
activity may be established. Using this information any 
gain in knowledge can be easily es~ablished. A detailed 
section on the test techriiql,le 'Wi'J,.l be found in the next 
chapter. 
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The eighth step ~n. th.e eip~pimental procedure involveq 
the oompilation of statistics )Jsing the scores on both the 
pre-test and the post-test, the group modal mental age 
which had been computed i'rom. th~ I .Q. and the chronological 
age of each pup~l. As was stated above only the scores of 
those pupils with mental ages of plus or minus six months 
from the mode were included in the statistical analysis. 
If a pupil of the experimental group showed a lack of under~ 
standing of the questions relating directly to the demonstra~ 
tion on his post-test, his scores were excluded from the 
analysis. A score which was less than 80 per cent correct 
on this part of the post-test was not usedo The second 
chapter of this thesis contains a detailed explanation of 
how the scores were nandled statistically. 
The ninth and final step of the procedure was the making 
of a tape recording using the previously refined script fo~ 
the demonstration leoture. Wnen this had been done and the 
resulting recording found satisfactory, it was packaged along 
with the test booklets~ sample answer sheets, and the 
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demonstration material. In this way, all necessary inf'orma~ 
tion and equipment will be ready f'o~ f'uture investigators 
using the same princ~ples. 
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CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE 
1. Teaching by the Use- of Principles 
The teaching of sc~ence by principle rather than by 
extraneous collections- of .facts has been generally accepted 
by educators. The Thi~ty-first Yearbook o.f the National 
Society tor the Study of Education, says that life enrich-
ment, the aim o.f education, can: best be achieved if' the 
scnools activities are 11 of the kind from which ideas may be 
developed and if the ideas may in turn be associated into 
princ~ples and generalizations that are interwoven into 
human experience. Functional learning is conditioned upon 
attainment of some such integratiop.. 111/ 
Hoban says; 11Education is not simply the accretion of 
information. It involves the fundamental knowledge and the 
understanding of the basic principles of the universe, of 
which man is a part. 11,g/ 
The inductive method.--Here the learner arrives at a 
general conclusion, e. g. certain laws of physical sciences, 
1/ National Society for the Study of Education, A Program 
for Teaching Science, Thirty-first Yearbook, 19.32, ·part 1, 
p._ 242, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois. 
2/ Charles F. Hoban,. Focus on Learning, American Council 
on Education, Washington D.c., 1942, P• 34. 
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by examining a number of individual cases. The weakness 
in this method is that there is a possibility of too general 
a conclusion, as the enumeration of particulars can never be 
totaled. For example after several enumerations of plants 
having flowers such as, the cactus has a flower; the buck-
wheat has a flower; the stringbean has a flower; we might 
conclude all plants have a flower. This is too general a 
. conclusion as there are active fungi which do not possess 
flowers. Induction is thus essentially imperfect as a n:t6de 
of reasoning, though invaluable as a means of fixing gene~al 
principles and laws amid the succession of particularit~e~ 
given in experience. 1/ 
The deductive method---The learner reasons from a 
principle to a rarticular. It is in this method that we 
shall be mainly interested; for we are basing our whole ex• 
periment on the reasoning powers of the learners to go from 
the principle to a particular inference to the principles 
in their learning process. For example; If the learner 
understands the principle of friction he can deduce that 
heat is released.and wear between the surfaces takes place 
when one body is rubbed over another • 
. A large amount of our teaching attempts to ·pupils to see 
17 R. J. ·Me Call, Basic Logic, Barnes & Noble Inc., 
New York, 1947. ·· ' · · · 
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the implication of the laws, principles and rules that they 
may have learned. As contrasted with induction$ deduction 
is a much simpler and shorter process. It i~ an unusual sit-
uation when a bit of deductive· teaching lasts longer than a 
few minutes, 
Advantages of deductive -educative teaching:. 
1. Much more simple than the inductive method 
2~ Results in very desirable outcomes 
?~. Introduces factors of o~ganization 4 Makes meaningful the principles that have been 
mastered already 
5. Arouses puzzle or questioning instinct, a very 
valuable aid 
6. Helps pupils to derive their principles from 
books or demonstrative techniques.~ 
Jones,l/ Leonelli, 3/ Martin4/ and others have empha-
sized the value of teaching science by principle, and have 
listed hundreds of principles. 
However, there is some disagreement as to what consti-
tutes a principle. ~einmann defines a principle as 11 a 
statement of relationship between two or ~ore facts.n5/ 
l/ c. E. Holley, The Teacher's Technique, The Century 
Company, New York, 1924. · 
g/ Ruth V. Jones, A Study of the Princi;eles of Science· 
Found in Ninth.,. grade Textbooks of General Science, Unpub ... 
lished Master's Thesis, U:riiversi ty of Michigan, 1946 ~· 
3/ Renata E. Leonelli, Principles of Physical and Biolog-
ical Science for Grade Ei t, Unpublished Master • s Thesis, 
Boston University, 19 7. 
!±/ W. Edgar Martin, 11 A Determination of the Principles of 
the B~ological Sciences of Importance for General Educa-
ti~n, Science Education (March, 194.5), 29:100-105; 
(April-May, 1945'), 29; 152-163. 
5/ Ailsie 1\1_. Heinmann, 11A Study of General Science Text- . 
"books 11 , General Science Quarte:rly (November; 1928), 1,3 i 11\ 
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Wilbur's definition as stated by Martin!/ is much more 
precise and makes a principle a very specific kind of gen-
eralization. His criteria state that a principle-----
11Is stated positively and definitely 
Is true but with rare exceptions within the 
limitations set up by the statement 
Clearly states or implies a dynamic process 
or interaction · 
Is demonstratable .experimentally 
Is clearly not a part of a larger principle 
which can be clearly stated 
Is not merely a definition or description 
Has wide application in the natural environ-
ment and is .not ruled out by any of the 
preceding criteria. 11 
Robertson 1 s def'ini tion of a principle was the result of 
many weeks of consideration by a seminar in science teaching 
under F. D. Curtis at the University of Michigan:~/ 
na. To be a principle a statement must be a com~ 
prehensive generalization 
b. It must be true without exception within 
limitations specifically stated 
c. It must be a clear statement of a process 
or an interaction 
d. It must be capable of illustration so as to 
gain conviction 
e. It must not be a part of a larger principle 
f. !t must not be a definition 
g. It must not deal with a specific substance 11 
With this definition, Robertson sought to determine a 
comprehensive list of principles suitable as goals of instruc-
tion for elementary schools. He evaluated nine separate studies 
1/ William f.dgar Martin, "A Chronological Survey of Research 
Studies on Principles as Oojectives of Instruction in · 
Science", Science Educati?~ (February, 1945), 29:45-52, 
2/ Martin L. :Robertson, 11 Selection of Science Principles . 
Suitable as Goals of' Instructio)1 in the Elementary School"i 
Science Education (Feoruary-April, 1935), 19:1-4, 65~70~ 
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listing principles found in textbooks, arranged according to 
frequency and stress, by a jury of three science teachers 
and several subject matter SJB 'cialists. A list of the 243 
principles found was sent to fifteen elementary school 
science teachers and from their ratings 113 principles were 
chosen. These are the principles used in the present study. 
Some results.--There is considerable evidence that 
scientific principles can be taught effectively to students 
at the secondary level. Freud and Cheronis readministered a 
comprehensive test to students of a survey course in physical 
science one year after the course had been completed. They 
found that principles and the ability to apply such prin-
ciples were retained much better' than were unrelated facts. 1/ 
Babitz and Keyes paired eight classes in chemistry in 
two California High Schools. Four of the classes, designated 
as the control groups, received standard ins~ruction; the 
other four designated as the experimental groups, had direct 
and intensive training on tl~e application of principles. 
The tests administered at the end of the experiment required 
the solution of problems in chemistry and the identification 
of scientific principles related these two. All the exper-
imental groups showed superiority over the control groups in 
1/ Henrietta z. Freud, and Cheronis, N. D., "Retention in 
the Physical Science Survey Course 11 , Chemical Education 
Journal (June, 1940), 18:288-293 
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the same schools. The differences however were not st~tis­
tically significant)/ Kilgore paired 120 students in high 
school physics with respect to their previous experience in 
science courses studied and I.~"" He found at the end of his 
study that students of both ~igh and low ability were sig-
nificantly better in making applications of principles of 
physics when the instructor placed emphasis on such applica~. 
tion. 2/ 
The evidence from thes·e stuQ.ies seems to indicate that 
the learning of principles of science, and the ability to 
apply them, may be attainable objectives of the teaching of 
science at the secondary level provided such objectives are 
emphasized in instruction. 
2. The Lecture-Demonstration Method of 
Teaching 
A. The Effectiveness of Lecture-
Demonstrat;ions 
The areas which will be treated in this section 
are to define and descr;ibe the term lecture-demonstration, 
and then to quote freely the written opinions of science 
1/ Babitz and Keyes, 11 An Exfteriment in Teaching Pupils to 
Apply Scientific Principles', Science Education (December, 
1939), 23:367-370. 
2/ w. A. Kilgore, 11 Identification of Ability of Appl:y 
Principles of Physics",. Teacher's College Contribution 
to bduc·a tion, ·· No. 840, Columbia Uni ver si ty, New York, 
1941, P~ 34. . 
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educators with regard to the use of demonstrations in science 
teaching, describing the psychological and logical basis for 
the use of demons.trationsin t;;eaching. Then, a review of the 
research in which the lecture-demonstration is compared with 
other methods of science teaching will be presented. 
Before discussing d~sirable q,uali ties in a demonstration, 
Mac~1/, in describing and defining a demonstration, says in 
part: 
trrnherent in the 9-oncept ·qf demonst:iration .is the 
factor of movement of a material thing, not a 
static condition or display. A demonstration is 
an appeal through the senses of sigh~ and of 
hearing, and less frequently through the other 
senses. Results m~st follow the purposei there 
must be conviction, compelling to an inescapable 
conclusion. 11 
Regarding lecture-demonstrations, Stuit and Englehart£/ 
express their definition by stating: 
"The term lecture-demonstration is used to describe 
a method of teaching in which the teacher carries 
out a demonstration for the entire group and lectures 
in parallel with it. The students observe the demon-
stration and ask any questions which they desire about 
the demonstration or theory involved. 11 
1/ Joseph A. Mack, "Desirable Qualities in Demonstration 
Apparatus 11 , School Science and Mathematics (January, 19.50), 
50:21. 
2/ Dewey B. Stuit, and Max D. Englehart, 11 A Critical 
Bummary of the Research on the Lecture-Demonstration 
Versus the Individual Laboratory Method of Teaching 
High School Chemistry 11 , Science E,ducation (October, 1932), 
16:380. 
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Any discussion of the use o:f the demonstration in 
science teaching should be related to certain principles o:f 
learning. Potthof~l/ has expressed awareness of such a 
relationship in the following Writing: 
11 The use of the concrete, particularly where it 
deals with the unfamiliar, can provide an ex~ri­
mental basis for learning, whether that learning 
be remembering facts, understanding processes, 
seeing relationships, or getting an idea of how 
motor skills are executed. Direct experience, 
especially if it is with the unfamiliar, may 
motivate the learner, attract his attention, 
stimulate his interest, and arouse his curiosity. 
Demonstrations can be helpful also in facilitating 
comprehension of the abstract, giving reality to 
the spoken word, and reinforcing it by providing 
impressions through several sense avenues. In 
general, learning may be more meaningful, more 
accurate, more complete, and more permanent if 
it is based upon actual experience with that 
which is being studied. 11 
Additional emphasis on the importance of the real or 
direct experience in learning has been made by Richardson 
and Cahoon in Methods and Materials. for Teaching General 
and Physical Science~/. They stated that: 
trprobably the most usual use of the demonstration 
is for illustrating and explaining scientific 
principles and their applications. For most 
students seeing the real thing is much more 
helpful than reading about it or looking at a 
picture of it. 11 
17 Edward F', Potthoff, 11 The Use of Demonstrations in 
Science Teaching11 , Science Education (December,- 1945), 
29:253. 
2/ John s. Richardson and G. P. Cahoon, Methods and 
Materials .for Teaching General and Physical Science, 
McGraw Hill' Book Company, New York, 19SI, p. 17. 
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Vvhether the· demonstration precedes or follows activi-
ties such as di-scussion,. reading, films,_ and laboratory 
work,. i.t may not automatically provide an understanding; 
but. i:t furnishes a real experienc~ upon which the teacher 
may build, along with: other wel~-chosen.procedures and 
activities. 
Demonstrations can· be used f.o~ providing pupil exper-
iences in thinking. CahoontJ:./ views on thi.s topic are,. in 
part, these; 
ttThe demonstrations, laboratory experiments, 
directed studies, pupil projects,. motion 
pictures, textbook statement-s, and pupil-
teacher discussions are teeming_ with possibil-
ities for pupil experience in thinking. It is 
largely a matter of utilizing these appropriately 
as one goes about teaching. science facts and. 
principles to pupils. 
Like any other teaching aid or pupil activity, 
a particular exercise or experience,in think-
ing may or may not be appropriate to use with 
a particular class at a given time. 
A certain demonstration for one class ma-y be 
given to help obtain a particular fact of 
science, at another time as an experience in 
accurate observation,_ at another to utilize 
~evious knowledge by predicting 'what will 
happen', at another as an aPtplication of a 
recently studied principle. t 
However, it must be added .. here, that It A demonstration 
performed by a teacher who points out what is happening and 
indicates the conclusion which should be drawn or how it 
illustrates a particular principle may furnish little experience 
1/ G •. P •. Cahoon, ttusing Demons trat·ions for Providing Pupil _ 
Experiences in Thinking11 , Science Educ.ation (Oct., 1946), 30:196 •. 
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in thinking. nl/ However~ 11_thinking 11 comes when the principle 
is applied. 
Before pr~senting a review of the research in which 
the lecture..-demonstration is compared with other methods 
of science teachin6, the evolution of the popularity of the 
demons~ration method should be m~ntioned. Web~/ states 
that it developed in this manner; 
11 The growth of the demonstT~ation method as a 
substitute for the individual experiment was 
accelerated by the depression, during which 
time funds for operating tne schools were much 
reduced. It was argued ·that if the course in 
science be given by demonstrations, only one 
set of apparatus need be procured; whereas if 
it were given by student individual or group 
experiments a considerable number of duplicate 
sets must be purchased." 
Cunningham's summary of 11 Lecture Demonstrations Versus 
Individual Labo:ratory Method in Science Teachingn.-1/ covers 
a twenty-five year period. The field of research includes 
eighteen Master's Theses, six Doctorate Studies, and other 
studies. All of the reports were published in such pro-
fessional periodicals as: Journal of Educational Psychology, 
I . 
School Science and Mathematics, School Review, Journal of 
Educational ,Research, and Pennsylva;rlia School Journal. From 
the results reported by the experimenters, Cunningham~/ 
1/ .John S. Richardson and G. P. Cahoon, op. cit .. , p. 67. 
2/ Charles S. vJebb, 11 The Teaching of Advanced Science 
Using the Demonstration Methodtt, School Science and 
Mathematics (January, 1938), 38:23. 
. . 
3/ Harry A. Cunningham, "Lecture Demonstrations Versus 
Individual Laboratory Method in Science Teaching - A 
Summary I', Science Education (March, 1946), 30: 70~82. 
]±/ Ibiq.,, p. 76 • 
states that:. 
11 Twenty-eight studies- gave specific attention to 
the general outcome - immediate recall or immed-
iate results. Twenty gave results favoring the 
demonstrati'On method; six favored the individual 
laboratory· method; and two' said that there was 
no difference ffietween the two methods] •. 
Of the twenty-four studies that gave specific 
attention to delayed results, then favored the 
demonstration method, eleyen the individual 
laboratory method, and three reported no differ-
ence. 
The interest stimulated in the pupils by the 
two methods was studied in seven of the enter-
P.J?ises. The majority of the pupils in three Tor the enterprises7 favored the demonstration 
method·; and in four /Of the enterprises? favored 
the i'ndi'v-idual laboratory me.thod. -
All of the studies - fifteen -- that gave atten-
tion to the time required by each of ·the two 
methods reported a saving of time- under the 
demonstration method.- The time saved varied 
from one-fifth to one-half~ 11 
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Later in the summary, Cunningharo1/ tells of the treat-· 
ment of scientific thinking in these studies by these 
comments; 
ttseventeen studies gave attention to one or more 
of the elements of scientific thinking but no one 
undertaking made even a slight beginning in the 
study of this problem in a-ll of its many aspec.ts ,._ 
The elements of the thinking process that were 
studied in some of the undertakings were as 
follows: amount retained in thought work; making 
proper conclusions to an experiment; application 
of principles learned; ability to think in terms 
of science subject; ability to follow the steps 
in scientific procedure; per-- cent of thought 
questions answered correctly; method of attack 
on new pro-blems; scientific attitude; ability to 
iJ o":p. cit., p .. 76 
observe; learning a scientific principle; greater 
carry-over ability; ability to distinguish between 
fact and superstition; and ability to generalize. 
Of the seventeen studies that gave attention to 
some phases of this big and very important problem, 
twelve favored the demonstration method; four the 
individual laboratory method; and one came to the 
conclusion that the pupil :could learn to think 
about equally well by either .{niethod7. 11 
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This comprehensive stat~me~t is part of the concluding 
remarks made by Cunningham!/: 
11 0ur decision, as to what to do in practice, is 
made easier when we realize that all of our 
laboratory teaching need not - should not be done 
by one method. It is possible that we may be 
ignoring a whole continuous series of possibil-
ities between these two extremes. In many cases 
it may be found best to use both methods in teach-
ing a given idea iJ1, science. tt 
The studies presented in the summary of Cunningham 
were ranked according to the criteria presented in an 
t . 1 b t . t d - 1 -l-2/ 3/ ar 1c e y S U1 an Eng ehar~ by Keiser~ as to their. 
superior or inferior value. It is well to note here that 
Keiser used only the first six of the seven criteria to 
determine the value of these studies. The seven criteria, 
as established by Stuit and Englehart, are as follows: 
(1) specification of experimental factors; (2) control of 
1/ Ibid., P• 79 
2/ Op. cit., pp. 380-391. 
3/ Louis B. Keiser, The Present Status of the Lecture-
Demonstration Versus· the Individual Laboratory Method 
of Teaching Science in the High School, Unpublished 
Masterts Thesis, City College of New York, 1933. 
pupil factors; (3) control of teacher factors; (4) control 
of general school factor-s; (5) duration of experiment; 
(6) measurement of achievement; and (7) interp~etation of 
experimental data. 
For comparative purposes the writer has used the 
studies of Anibel1/, Kno~2/, and Wiley3/ in this discussion 
because each study is partly concerned with the demonstra-
tion method ~ersus the laboratory method of teaching high 
school chemistry. The problem of the research as stated by 
each author and the significant conclusions, in part, will 
be related. 
The study of Fred G. Anibel4/, ranked superior, is as 
follows: 
Problem: To determine scientifically through 
objective data how the results of teaching 
high-school chemistry by lecture-demonstration 
method compared with the individual laboratory 
method. · 
Conclusions, in part: 
1. The immediate retention is as adequate 
when material is presented by the lecture-demon-
stration method_as when the class is taught by 
1/ Fred G. Anibel, "Comparative Effectiveness of Lecture-
Demonstration and Individual-Laboratory.Method11 , Journal 
of' Educational· Research (May, 1926), 13:355-365. 
2/ w. w. Knox, 11 The Demonstration Method Versus the 
Laboratory Method of Teaching High School Chemistry", 
School Review (May, 1947), 35:376-386. 
3/ William H. Wiley, nAn Ex-perimental Study of Methods 
In Teaching High School Chemistry", Journal of Educa-
tional Psychology (April, 1918), 9:181.-198. 
1±/ Loc. cit. 
the regular individual laboratory procedure. 
Indications are that the lecture-demonstration 
procedure would result in better i11nnediate re-
tention .. 
2. The delayed retention is so little 
different that one method may be considered as 
good as the other. There·was·a slight indica-
tion that.the material was better remembered 
when taught by the indiyidual laboratory pro-
cedure. 
3. The brighter students are likely to 
profit more by the lectwe ... demonstration method 
than are the others"' · 
The study by W. W·. Knox1/, 1'b ich was ranked superior, 
is as .follows: 
Problem: To establish the relative value o.f the 
demonstration and laboratory methods o.f science 
instruction. 
Conclusions, in part: 
1. The demonstration method is superior to 
the laboratory method in teaching mentally 
heterogenous groups o.f pupils .for the purpose o.f 
immediate retention Lind relatively permanent 
retention7o.f subject matter in high school chem-
istry. 
2. For the purpose o.f imparting to a group 
of pupils a scientific attitude and training in 
a method of attack on new problems, the demon-
stration method is equal, i.f not superior, to 
the laboratory method o.f instruction, 
3. From the standpoint o.f the coefficients 
o.f correlation, it appears that the demonstra-
tion method provides sure~ior opportunity .for 
adaptation to individual differences in mental 
ability so far as teaching .for immediate reten-
tion, delayed retention, and method o.f attack 
are concerned. 4 .. So .far as providing knowledge and method 
of attack are concerned, the laboratory method · 
is slightly superior to the demonstration method 
in the case o.f the average inferior pupil. 
1/ Loc. cit. 
5. For the purpose of providing knowledge 
for both ~ediate retention and relatively 
permanent retention, and for the purpose of 
providing a technique for handling new problems, 
the demonstration method is much to be pre-
ferred to the laboratory·method in the case o:f 
. the average superior P11-Pil. 
Before stating the problem and significant conclusions 
of a study ranked inferior by ~eiser1f according to the 
first six of the seven criteria developed by Stuit and 
Englehar~/, it should be recdgnized that the study made by 
Wiley3/ was a pioneer ent~rprise, being published in 1918. 
Probably it has been ranked as of inferior value because 
of the following factors: no mention is made of any attempt 
to measure the mental abilities of the pupils~/; the tests 
to measure immediate and delayed retention were of doubtful 
validity; the method of scoring the tests was highly sub-
jective; and there was no mention made of statistical 
treatment of the data found~ 
The study made by William H. Wiley!/ is as follows: 
Problem: To determine the best of the three 
methods of teaching chemistry, the textbook 
reci.tation method, the sa ... called lecture 
Ldemonstration7 method, and the laboratory 
method. 
Conclusions, in part: 
1. There is not as great a difference 
1/ Lac. cit. 
~/ Op~ cit .. , pp. ,380-391. 
3/ Lac. cit. 
k/ Note the date of publication of the first group 
intelligence tests. 
~Lac. cit. 
as is ordinarily supposed in the value of the 
three methods, lecture Lftemonstration7 , text-
book, and laboratory, so far as imparting 
knowledge is concerned. 
2. For immediate learning the textbook 
method is unquestionably. superior. 
3. For permanent learning the laboratory 
method is perhaps slightly superior. 4. In every respect the lect~e Ldemon-
stration7 method is the least·effective in 
imparting knowledge to high school students. 
5. The rate of forgetting is greatest 
with the textbook method and least with the 
laboratory method. 
6. The different methods show decided 
individual differences both for immediate and 
delayed reproduction. . 
7. Probably a combination of the three 
methods willgive the best results in teaching 
high school chemistry. 
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Stuit and Englehart!/have also made an excellent crit-
ical analysis of the lecture demonstration versus the indi-
vidual laboratory method of teaching high school chemistry. 
A summary of their report, which consisted of the combined 
conclusions of various investigators, is as follows; 
Conclusions contending that the laboratory method 
is superior: 
1. There is a slight indication that 
material was better retained when taught by 
the individual laboratory method - Anibel. 
2. The order of preference of the methods 
studied places the individual laboratory method 
before the demonstration method - Horton •. 
3 •. In every respect the lecture method is 
least effective in imparting knowledge to high 
school students - VViley. 4. For permanent learning the laboratory 
method is perhaps slightly superior - Wiley. 
5 •. For providing knowledge and method of 
1/ Op. cit., PP• 388-391 
attack, the laboratory method is superior for the 
inferior pupil - Knox. 
Conclusions claimi~ that the demonstration method 
is superior: 
1. Bright pupils are more likely to profit by 
the lecture-demonstration method than are the 
others - Anibel. 
2. Dull pupils profit more from demonstra-
tion than from individual laboratory work - Carpenter~ 
3. The lecture-demonstration takes less 
time and costs less - Anibel. 4. The teacher (demonstration) meuhod is 
best - Nash and Phillips. 
5. Lecture-demonstration method gives better 
control over the individual since all are under 
teacher guidance - Pugh. 
6. For purpose of providing knowledge for 
both immediate and permanent retention and for 
the purpose of providing technique or handling 
new problems, the demonstration method is much 
to be preferred to the laboratory method in 
case of average sup3rior pupil - Knox. 
Conclusions contending that the students achieved 
equatlY well'by either method: 
1. Immediate retention is about equal in 
both lecture-demonstration and individual-labor-
atory methods - Anibel. 
2. There is not as great a difference as 
is ordinarily supposed in the value of the 
three methods, lecture, textbook - and labora-
tory, so far as imparting knowledge is concerned -
Wiley. 
3. The results of this experiment point to 
the conclusion that the majority of students in 
high-school, laboratory-chemistry classes, taught 
by the demonstration method, succeed as well as 
when they perform the experiment individually, if 
success is measured by instruments which measure 
the same abilities as are measured by these 
tests, namely, specific information and ability 
to think in terms of chemistry - Carpenter. 
General conclusions based on evaluation of the 
reported research: 
After considering the above conclusions 
the writers have arrived at a few ideas which 
seem justifiable in the light of the evidence 
given by this study. 
1. No method can be considered to be the 
best in every case. The objectives of chemistry 
teaching, the preference of the teacher, the 
nature of the pupil, and the facilities of the 
schools will largely determine which method 
should be used. 
2. In small schools where money and space 
are not plentiful the lecture-demonstration 
method seems to be most practicable. 
J. The written test cannot be used to 
test all the outcomes of a course in high school 
chemistry. Some sort of m~nipulative tests 
seem necessary to test the laboratory skills. 4. The problem of the relative merits of 
the lecture-demonstration and individual-labor-
atory methods still seems unsolved and as complex 
as ever. More careful experimentation, involving 
careful control of non-experimental factors and 
reliable testing, is needed in order to justify 
any definite and final conclusions. liVben exper-
imentation has shown the relative sup~riorities of 
the methods in terms of out comes, the methods 
should be evaluated in terms of the values 
attached to these outcomes. 
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Evidence of the evolution of teaching methods parti-
cularly by the visual me.thod is apparent in the next study 
to be considered, that of Smith1/ • The visual method has 
been long recognized by leading educators as one of the 
most valuable ways of training pupils in all stages of 
learning. It is difficult, as. a result, to find a school 
that does not, in one way or another, make use of visual 
aids in teaching. The alert teacher and administrator 
are constantly seeking suggestions and illustrations by 
means of which the vague conceptions of the pupils may 
be made into real facts and parts of their experience. 
1/ Herbert A. Smith, 11 A Determination of the Relative 
Effectiveness of Sound Motion Pictures and Equivalent 
Teacher Demonstration in Ninth Grade General Science", 
Science Education (April, 1949), 33:214-221. 
Any method will not be 
clarity and simplicity 
overlooked if it can provide both 
combined.£/ 
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In the study done 2/ . by Smit~ the problem involved was; 
1. What is the relative effectiveness in ninth 
grade general science classes of experimental 
demonstrations pB~formed by the teache~.and 
equivalent demonstrations presented through the 
medium of educational sound motion pictures. 
2. The determination of the relative ef;f'ective-
ness of these two instructional techniques with 
pupils of different ~evels of intelligence. 
In the plan of study three methods of presentation were 
used: (1) teacher demonstration, (2) use of films, and (3) 
a combination of teacher demonstrations and the use of 
1. Educational sound motion pictures and teacher 
demonstration are of equal merit as instructive 
devices in ninth grade general science when they 
include essentially the same materials in so far 
as merit can be determined by the techniques em~ 
ployed in this investigation. The use of either 
method singly is as effective as the combination 
of the two. . 
2. There is a tendency for increased intelligence 
as expressed in terms of an intelligence quotient 
to be accompanied by increased learning where 
learning is represented by the gain of final over 
initial test scores on the objective tests used 
in this investigation. The degree of relation-
ship is independent of the method of instruction 
1/ Paul Arthur, Lecture Demonstrations in General 
Chemistry, McGraw Hill Book Company, New York, 1939, 
pp. 2-4. 
2/ Op. cit., pp. 214-215. 
utilized indicating the same relative value for 
sound motion pictur•es and teacher demonstrations 
portraying essentially identical materials re-
gardless of the level of intelligence of the 
students. 
Certain similar~ties exist betw~en the problem of 
this science seminar and the problem investigated in the 
study by Croxton, 1/ H~s problem was stated thusly: 
11 Is the failure of children to generalize due 
primarily to lack of power or tendency, or is 
it simply due to want of sufficient experience •••• " 
In this ~:d:;udy most .qf the experiments tested the 
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pupils' ability to formulate and apply a principle after 
eight minutes exposure to the essential experimental. basis 
in the form of a demonstration or directed play. The ten-
tative conclusions made by Croxton2/ are as follows: 
1. The data indicates that many children in the 
higher primary, the intermediate, and the junior-
high school grades are capable of generalizing. 
2. While the experiments do not prove that most 
pupils in the kindergarten and lower primary 
grades could nOt generalize i.f a more adequate 
experience basis was provided, the data together 
with the evident obsession mani.fested by these 
children for obtaining emotional satis.faction 
do suggest that early childhood is preeminently 
a period for satisfying reactions. 
3. There is little in these experiments to 
suggest that junior-high school pupils possess 
markedly superior ability to seneralize than 
intermediate srade pupils possess, the differ-
ence in the scor~s in favor of the former being 
1/ Vv. c. Croxton, 11 Pupils' Ability to Generalize", 
School Science and Mathematics (June, 1936), 36:627-634. 
2/ ill£·' p. 634· 
little more than might reasonably be credited to 
added experience. · · 
In summary, therefore, ot the research and studies 
oompiled by investigators on the value and the effective-
ness .of the lecture-demon~tration, as compared to other 
methods of sc.ienoe teachin-g such as the individual labora-
tory method,. the textbook method, and sound motion pictures, 
it can be concluded that the lecture-demonstration method 
o~ science teaching is equal to, if not better than, any 
other method of teaching- It incorporates direct experi-
ence of the pupil, pupil expe:l;'ience in thinking, utiliza ... 
tion of' the senses, understanding processes, application 
of scientific principles, and ability of the pupil to 
generalize. Through the use of the lecture-demonstrat:i,on 
most, if not all, of these above qualities are satisfied. 
Again, the writer would like to cite the fact that the 
-
lecture-demonstration method is equal to, if not better 
than, any other method of teachin~ science. 
2. Criteria for a Good Demonstration 
Statement of the problem.--There are two problems involved 
' in developing a list of' criteria for a good demonstration;, 
(1) to define clearly the word 11 demonstration11 as it is to 
be used in this experiment; (2) to evolve, through re~erence 
to the literature, the criteria. 
Need for research.~-Since the demonstrat~on is the 
instructional procedure selected for use in the experiment, 
it is necessary to clarify the meaning of the demonstration 
method. 
Nolll/ has pointed out the fact that investigators 
seldom define teaching methods carefully and minutely 
enough. Various writers have recognized the need in re-
search,. for accurate defini t;ton of terms. Like Noll, 
' 2/ . . i f t h. ;Rl.edel- has made a plea for· clear def1.n1. t on o eac 1.ng 
methods and experimental procedures. Mack]/ has stated 
that there are as many definitions of 11 demonstrationlf as 
there are authors treating the subject. Preston~/ also 
realized this and called for clarification and unification 
of terminology. 
Most of the literat~e on the demonstration method 
fails to recognize the difference between the lecture-demon-
stration, the class experiment, and the illustrated lecture. 
1/ Victor H. Noll, The Teaching of Science in Elementary 
and Secondary Schools, Longrams, Green and Co.,· London 
ind Toronto, 1939, p. 63. 
2/ F. A. Riedel, 11 What, If Anything, Has Been Proved as 
to the Relative Effectiveness of the Demonstration and 
Laboratory Methods in Science?" School Science and Math ... 
ematics (May, 1927), 27:.513. · 
3/ Joseph A. Mack, 11 Desirable Qualities in Demonstration 
Apparatus", School Science and Mathematics (Jan., 19.50), 
.50:21. . . . 
4/ Carleton E. Preston, 11 Is the Debate in Common Terms? 11 
Science Education (February~ 193.5), 19:14-16. 
• 
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Preston l/ attributes much o~ the success of lecture-demon-
strations to their actually being class experiments. 
De~inition o~ demonstration.--The demonstration is in this 
experiment actually a lecture-demonstration. Re~erence to 
the literature will help to cla~i~y the meaning. First, 
the 11 demonstration 11 is de~ined by the Dictionary o~ Educa-
tion2/ as ~allows: 
The 
11 (1) The method or .process o~ p:r>esenting or 
establishing ~acts; (2} the procedure o~ doing 
something in the presence o~ others either ~or 
means o~ showing them how to do it themselves 
or in order to teach a principle. 11 
same sourc~/ de~ines the lecture-demonstration thus: 
11 An instructional procedure in which the verbal 
message is accompanied by use o~ apparatus to 
illustrate principles, determine or veri~y ~acts, 
clari~y di~~erent parts, or test ~or comprehen-
sion o~ material under discussion. 11 
Prestong/ ~m~ther clari~ies the concept o~ the lecture-
demonstration as distinct from the class experiment: 
11 In true lecture ... demonstration the teacher shows 
everything, explaining or interpreting each point 
as he, or some pupil, per~orms the work. In true 
class experimentation the teacher endeavors, by 
well-directed questions, to get the members o~ 
the class to observe or come to conclusions them-
selves as to the proper interpretation, and per~ 
haps to plan ~urther steps or procedures. Thus, 
1/ Loc. cit. 
g/ Carter V. Good (Editor), Phi Delta Kappa, Dictionary 
o~ Education~· McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 
191:J5,. p. 124. 
3/ Ibid., p. 238 
- -.- . 
4/ Carleton h. Preston, The High School Science Teacher and 
His Work, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York and London, 
1936, PP• 192-193. 
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in the lecture~demonstration the flow of information 
and e~lanation is from teacher to pupils; in the 
cla.s·s experiment it is exactly the opposite. n 
Els~w~ere, in defining lectur~-demonstration, Preston1/ 
makes the point that 11 no questions interrupt the speaker 
and he asks his audienc~ none, other than for rhetorical 
effect.'' 
Pres ton, however" doe13 not distinguish the lecture- . 
demonstration from the illustrated lecture as does the 
2/ Encyclopedia of Modern Education;-
11The lecture-demonstration differs from the 
illustrated lecture in that the latter focuses 
attention on the screen and shows the relation-
ships by means of pictures, slides, moving 
pictures or s:r:e cimens while the lecture-demon-
stration focuses attention on the lecturer who 
shows the relationships through the use of 
manipulation of physical material, machines or 
appliances. 11 
The meaning of "demonstration" is further expanded by 
the following observa±lion made by Mack: 3/ "Inherent in the 
concept of demonstration is the factor of movement of mater-
ial things, not a static condition or display. 11 · This so-
called dynamic quality of the demonstration leads Mac~/ 
to exclude from the demonstration procedure certain stand-
ard teaching materials: 
1/ Carleton .c;. Preston, 11 Is the Debate in Common Terms?" 
Science bducation (February, 1935), 19:14-16. 
2/ Harry N. Rivlin, Encyclopedia of Modern Education, The 
Philosophical Library of New York City, New York, 1943, P• 452, 
'J./ Op. cit. , p. 21. 
1±/ Loc. Cit. 
11 object~, unl~ss they can be o:r;:erated ••. so 
also, specimens, sam.Eles and parts ••• Likewise 
models, as such_,' are bar;red unless they are 
working models; so also, miniatures and enlarge-
ments. 11 
Although micro-projec'l;iiqn: te~hniques are gaining increasing 
favor·in demonstration work,~/ it. would seem that this 
method should also be excluded on the same basis as the 
other visual aids. 
2/ Further, Mack-· states- that the demonstration is 11 an 
appeal through the senses o:t: _si@t and hearing and less 
frequently through the other sonses . 11 He would, therefore, 
exclude from demonstration work materials that appeal to 
only one sense; such as, transparencies, pictures, charts, 
recordings and radio reproductions. 
Thu~ certain characteristics of the demonstration have 
been determined by definition. These are: 
1. The demonstration is an instructional procedure. 
2. It is frequently used to teach principles. 
3. It differs from the class experiment. 
4. It differs from the illustrated lecture. 
5. Movement and action are essential. 
6. It is an appeal through two senses: sight and hearing. 
The necessary implications of each of these statements have 
already been suggested. 
i/ Mary A. Ott, 11 Microteohnique for Projection Demonstration 
in General Science", School Science. and Mathematics (January,. 
1946), 46:68-73. 
2/ Op. ci~., p. 21 
Review of the literature.--A review of the literature 
was made in order to discover those basic principles which 
might be used as a guide in doing demonstrations. 
First, a search was made to locate any previous studies 
that paralleled this investigation. The J?ibliographic 
Index provitled the necessary rererences. It was found that 
many investigators had sul:ijectively listed criteria in one 
form or another. However, only one study, documented with 
refere11ces, proved similar to this one. MackY covered 
many of the same sources in dev~loping his checklist for 
evaluating desirable qualities of demonstration apparatus. 
He lists as 11 factors 11 those conditions inherent in the 
physical surroundings and in good techniques and as 
"qualities" those conditions inherent in the apparatus. 
Much of his research had to be duplicated in this review, 
but for a different purpose which called for more complete 
and descriptive statements. 
A working bibliography was developed consisting of 
five types of sources: (1) professional journals and 
science publications, (2) methodology textbooks, (3) teach-
ing science textbooks, (4) audio-visual texts and 
(5) books on experiments. The following rererence sources 
. 
were consulted: Bibl~ographic Index, Encyclopedia ~f 
Educational Research, Bibliographies and Summaries in 
1/ Op. Cit.~ pp. 19-31. 
Education, Reader's Guide, International Index, Ulvichts 
Periodical Directory, Vertical File Service, and the 
Education Index. 
There was great variety in thE? ;nature of the material cov-
ered which included such ;ttems as: 
1. Steps to follow 
2. Desirable qualities 
,3. Desirable charac teri sties 
4. Points to keep in mind 
5. Rules for demonstrating 
6. Suggestions for making demonstrations effective 
7. Criteria 
- 8~ General discussions of the demonstration method 
Works included in this study fall into four categories: 
{1} TP.ose vihich deal with the demonstJ:lation in a general 
sense; (2) those from the fiel~ of biology (3) those from 
the field of physics (4) those .from the field of chemistJ:ly. 
Several of the authors in the first category, the 
11 general 11 ; emphasiz~ only one or a few aspects of the use 
of demonstrations. In discussing the presentation of 
example demonstr~tions, Cahoon1/ indicates certain steps 
taken to insure effectiveness of the demonstration and 
emphasizes only visibility and size of apparatus. 
1/ G. P. Cahoon, uusing Demonstrations for Providing Pupil 
Experiences in Thinkingll, Science Education (October, 1946), 
30:196-201. 
~-.- ' " - . 
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Colvin:1/ offers three cautions to be observed in class demon-
strations. Hoff'2/emphasizes only visibility and planning• 
Pinku~/ suggests the need for apparatus especially designed 
for demonstration purposes and stresses the factor of visi-
bility. 
A few in this same gr>oup ~ttempt more detailed- coverage. 
Potthoff)±/ for example, .offers several suggestions for per-
forming demonstrations effectively and contributes many ex-
cellent ideas. In discussing the art of lecture table 
demonstration, Davison51 mentions several rules to follow 
in demonstrating. Rakestra~ touches on six-diffe~ent 
aspects of the good demonstration in his extensive discussion 
of lecture~demonstration. 
1/ Stephen Sheldon Colvin, An Introduction to Hi School 
Teaching, The Macmillan Company, New York, 192 , Ch. 12. 
2/ Arthur G. Hoff, Secondary School Science Tea4hing, The 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia and Toronto, 19 · 7, pp. 188-
189., 
3/ L .. F. Pinkus, 11 Some Suggestions in Demonstrations 11 , 
Science (October 2) , 1933) , 78:364. 
4/ Edward F. Potthoff, 11The Use of Demonstrations in Science 
Teaching 11 , Science Education (December, 1945), 29 :253-255. 
5/ H. F. Davison, 11 The Art of Lecture Table Demonstration1r, 
Journal of Chemical Education (June, 1927) ~ 2:443-7. · 
6/ Norris W. Rakestraw, 11 The Function and Limitations o:f 
LectUl"'e Demonstra tiontt ~ Journal of Chemical Education (November, 1929), 6:1882-1886. '¥ ' ·· · · ' 
5.6 
·' 
Still others in the "generaln group have systematica:t.ly 
attempted to list criteria in some rorm. Billinger1/ lists 
five requirements for a succesrul demonstration. Dale2/ 
ofrers fourteen suggestions ror improving demonstrations 
and eleven questions .for evaluating them. Under 11 demon-
s tra tion techniques 11 , Haas3/ lists ten steps to be com-
pleted berore conducting the experiment and rive sugges-
tions for conducting it.. HeisJt/ elaborates on seven ex-
cellent rules for demonstrating. Holley:.5/ lists seven 
things a teacher can do to insure successful demonstrations. 
6) Mack~ developed a lengthy checklist or desirable qualities 
in demonstration apparatus. In a group thesis edited by 
Murrayl/, f:i.ve criteria for a demonstration were listed 
1/ R. D. Billinger, 11 Lecture Demonstration Experimentstr, 
Journal_or Chemical Education (August, 1937), 14:37.5-7. 
2/ Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods or Teaching, The Dryden 
Press, New York, 1946, P• 125.130. 
I 
3/ K. B. Haas, 11 The Demonstration and Field Trip as Training 
Techniques 11 , Business Education World (February, 19.51), 
31:291-293. 
4/ Elwood D. Heiss, Charles w. Hortman, and Ellsworth s. 
Obourn, Modern Methods and Materials for Teaching Science, 
The Macmillan Company~ New York, 1950, pp. 171-2. ' 
2/ Charles Elmer Holley, High School Teachers Methods, The 
Garrard Press, Champaign, Illinois, 1937, p. 229. 
6/ Op. cit., p. 27-29. 
11 Chalmers Murray (l!.di tor), N~w and Improved Demonstra-
tions, Each Illustl•ating; a Sine;le Science Principle, Un-
published Master's Thesis, Boston University,-195'0':' 
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which had been developed in a seminar discussion. Richard-
son and Cahoon~/ list five criteria for a good demonstra-
tion. Selber~ lists sixteen common errors in demonstra-
tion techniques (actually class experiment techniques) and 
offers an excellent plan to follow in doing classroom demon-
strations. In the second category, the works from the field 
of biology, only one study w~s found.. Grametlf lists eight 
characteristics of the good. demonstration • 
• 
In the third category, works from the field of physics, 
the same breakdown can be made as for the first category. 
Among the few who emphasize only one aspect, Coyle4/ 
stresses the value and importance of vertical mounting of 
apparatus on special boards. Also, Sutton2/ stresses the 
need for simplicity and originality. Among his suggestions 
I 
for improving physics teaching, Weaver6/ stresses visibil-
ity and size of apparatus. 
1/ John S. Richardson and G. P. Cahoon, Methods and Materials 
for Teaching General and Physical Science, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., New York, Toronto and London, 1951.. 
2/ Edith M. Selbert, llA Plan for Developing Better Techniques 
in Giving Science Demonstrations, Science Education (October, 
1932), 16:417-420. ' 
3/ Charles A. Gramet, 11 Demonstration Lessons in Biology", 
Science Education (February, 1934), 18:33-36 • 
.!±/J.P. Coyle, E. C. Hmsen, and R. B. Qoe, 11 Demonstra-
tions Made More Visible"~ Chicago Schools Journal (November, 
1941)' 23:64-8. . . . ' . 
5/ Richard M. Sutton, 11 The Importance of Scientific 
Instruments and Apparatus to the Teachers of Physicsu, Review 
of Scientific Instruments (December, 1941), 12:573-582. 
§./ Elbert c. Fieaver, HTeaching Physics Effectivelyu, 
School Science and Mathematic~ (May 1944), 44:402. 
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Hitchcockl/ emphasiz~s action as the essential qual-
~-
ity of good demonstrat~ons and includes, as he elaborates 
this theme, many other criteria. 
Duff~ is the only one in the field of physics to make 
a systematic listing. He enUmerates nine desirable qual-
ities in demonstration experiments. The fourth and final 
category, the works from the field of chemistry, may be 
similarly analyzed. Arthur3/ vresented a lengthy discussion 
on visibility including many excellent suggestions. Reed4/ 
discusses in some detail four aspects of good demonstrations 
and techniques. Wiles5/ also deals only with a few aspects 
of successful demonstrations. 
Dunba~/ lists eleven desirable characteristics in 
demonstrations. His list is based on Duff's and includes 
1/ Richard c. Hitchcock, 11 I Like Action in Physics Demon- . 
strations 11 , School Science· and Mathematics (December, 1941), 
41:832-8)9. 
2/ A. w. Duff, uDesirable Q.ualities in Demonstration Ex-
periments", School Science and Mathematics (November, 1928), 
28~857· . 
3/ Paul Arthur, Lecture Demonstrations in General Chemistry, 
Mc-Graw-Hill ~ook Company, Inc., New York and London, 1939, · 
Ch. 1. 
4/ Rufus D. Reed, 11 High School Chemistry Demonstrations", 
Journal of Chemical Education (November, 1929), 16:1905-9. 
5/ L~ A. Wiles, 11 The Value of Lecture Table Demonstrations 
In the Teaching of Chemistryn, Journal of Chemical Educa-
tion (September, 1928), 5;1109-1111. . 
6/ Ralph E. Dunbar, trsome Desirable Characteristics in 
Chemistry Demonstration Ex:perimentsu, School Science and 
~Aathematics (January, 1950), 50:19-31. · · 
speci~ic examples in chemistry, Frankl/ provides twelve 
suggestions regarding use o~ class demonstrations which 
he believes to be justified by the experience o~ a number 
o~ teachers. Gould2/ epumerates on eight to consider in 
planning and per~orming demonstrations. Van Horne3/ 
of~ers ~ive suggestions ~or th~ preparation of apparatus 
and materials and ~our rules to f·ollow in conducting 
demonstrations. 
Treatment o~ the data.-:-Ft-om the literature selected 
~or inclusion in the study, each separate statement which 
seemed to form the basis o~ a possible criterion was noted 
on an individual card. Items we~e accepted ~or considera-
tion if they were mentioned once. They were rejected on 
the basis of (1) inconsistency with the definition of a 
demonstration developed, or (2) inconsistency with the 
design o~ the experiment. The items thus selected ~or 
inclusion in the list o~ criteria were organi~ed into the 
outline ~~ch appears below. The critepia themselves are 
listed as major statements. Suggestions for implementing 
them are listed as sub-topics under the criterion to ~ich 
they seem best to apply. This arrangement is entirely ar-
1/ J. 0. Frank, The Teaching o~ High School Chemistr~, 
J. 0. Frank and Sons, Oshkosh, Wisconsin, 1932, p. 8 -9. 
2/ Arthur B. Gould, 11 Demonstration Experiments and Their 
Place in the Teaching o~ Chemistry", Journal o~ Chemical 
Educati~ (February, 1931), 8:297-302. · · 
3/ Donald Van Horne, ttThe Lecture Demonstration Method 
in High School Cheinistry 1r t Journal of Chemical Education 
(January, 1930), 7:l09-llo. · · ·· · 
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bitrary. Many of the items organized as sub-topics were 
in some studies listed as. a 11ma jor cri terion 11 • Vav:tous 
items included as sub-topics were. mentioned b-y dif;f'erent 
a uthavs in dj.ffevent plac~s. Howevev, an avbi travy ov gan ... 
iza tion seemed justified :on ·two bases: ( 1) no two of' the 
studies duplicate each otherY; anQ. (2) the natU!'e ot the 
matevial coveved is of sv.ch diverse natU!'e. The criteria 
t};lus ovganized weve submitted tb the seminar for criticism 
and revision. This list was accepted as it appears below. 
Selected criteria.--The cviteria .for a good demonstra-
tion as used in this expeviment are as follows: 
I , 
II. 
CRITbRIA FOR A GOOD D~MONSrRATION 
THB DEMONSTRATION SHOULD ILLUSTRATE A BASIC PRINCIPLE,. 
Tilli DEMONSTRATION SHOULD ILLUSTRATBi ON.!:!. fRlNCIPLE ONLY. 
__,__ 
III, THE ACTION OF TBb D~ONSTRATION SHOULD B~ CLEARLY 
VISIBLb AND AUDIBLb TO ALL. 
A. Remove all the audio-visual distractors. 
' B. Make sure the lighting facilities are adequate. 
Spotlight or othevwise sufficiently illuminate 
the thing being demonstrated. 
C~- Adjust w.Lndow shades so that students can see 
from all parts of the room. 
D. If necessary, rearrange the seating so that 
everyone has an unobstructed view. 
1/Dunbar' s list of desirable characteristics is based 
on the list developed by Duff. 
E. Be sure that those with poor hearing and 
vision are seated appropriately. 
F. Have the demonstration table arranged so 
that all pupils can see the demonstration. 
1) Vertical mounting of apparatus is es-
pecially effective, 
2) Place the 'appar-atus well forward on the 
desk, facing out toward the pupils. 
3) Place demonstration table in best posi-
tion for all to see from all angles. 
G, 1ivherever possible, make use of color contrast 
to make the apparatus or materials stand out. 
IV. THE APPARATUS SHOULD BE ON A LARGh SCALE. 
A. The apparatus must be clearly visible from the 
furthest corner of the room. 
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B. Vihere a thermometer (or other meter) is essential 
to the demonstration, use a mock-up or W)rking 
model to help the class visualize this part of 
the procedure. 
c. Large signs and diagrams may be used to 
supplement the spoken word. 
1) They must be previously prepared. 
2) They must be clearly visible to all. 
3) Green print on yellow is preferable to 
black on white. 
V. THE DElVIONSTRATION SHOULD WORK; IT SHOULD BE AS IN-
FALLIBL~ AS POSSIBLB ., 
A. Apparatus should be ~n sound working condition. 
~~ B. Apparatus· ahould b~ as simple as possible. 
1) Simplicity or operation. 
2) As few ~arts as possible. 
3) Avoid :crowdipg, overlapping and masking of 
the parts. 
·:~ c. The demonstration shou;Ld be rehear sed in advance. 
D. The demonstration should be well-planned and 
prepared. 
1) Set up appa:r.a tus and have all materials 
carefully arranged on the demonstration 
table before the class meets. 
2) All the necessary measuring and weighing 
should be done berore class. 
3) Scales and graduates should be placed 
away from the demonstration table when 
no longer in use. 
VI~ THE DEMONSTRATION SHOULD Bh SIMPLh AND THE SPhED OF 
ACTION SUITABLE. 
A. Use simple setups and·place the equipment in 
~ order on the table so that the action can pro-
ceed logically. 
~:·--These might well be separate criteria. 
B. Talk whil~ you work.. Be sure to: 
1) Emphasize the main points; do not digress. 
2) Keep .summarizing as you go along. 
3) See :to it }:hat the demonstration moves on 
quickly :to a conclusion; do not hurry or dr'ag .. 
c. Use a simple vocabulary. 
VII. THE DEMONSTRATION SHOULD )3E :OXNAMIC. 
A. By definition, movement and action are essential 
to the demonstration. 
B. Positive .effects ·of motion are more impressive 
than null effects of statio display. 
VIII.A SLIGHT DRAMATIC ~LN~ENT IS SOMETIMES USEFUL. 
IX. AN bLEMbNT 0} THE UNEXPECTED IS SOMETIMES EFFECTIVE. 
· X. THE APPARATUS SHOULD BB: OF EASILY AVAILABLE AND INEX-
P~NSIVb MATERIAL. 
XI. THE APPARAT~S US~D IN THE GIVEN DEMONSTRATION SHOULD BE 
STORED AVvAY INTACT UNTIL IT IS TO BE USED AGAIN. 
The frequency with which the above mentioned criteria 
were mentioned by the sources consulted is indicated by the 
chart below. The count was made merely for general interest. 
It has, however, certain obvious values. The frequency of 
mention of the various criteria provides.means of establish-
ing their validity. The table shows the relative importance 
of the criteria as recognized by these authorities. 
... 
Table l. The F'requency of' Mention of the 
Selected Criteria by the Sources 
Consulted. 
Author- Criterion Number 
Sour'ce l 21 3 4 5 b 7 tl 
l. Arthur ••••.. X X X X 
2. Billinger ••• X X X X X 
3. Cahoon •.•.•• X 
4. Coyle •...••• X 5. Colvin •••..• X X X 
6. Dale , ....... X X X X 
7. Davison •••.. X X X X X 
8 .. Duff . ........ X X X X X X X X 
9. ])unbar •..••• X X X X X v X X .... 
10. F!lank •••••.• X X X X 
ll. Grame t •.•••• X X 
12. Gould ••.•••. X X X X X 
13. Haas •. ••... ~ X X 
14. Heiss •..•..• X X X X X 15. Hitchcock ••. X X X X 
16. Hoff . ... ~ ...• X X 
17. Holley ••.••. X X X X 
18. Mack •.•••.•• X X X X X X X X 
19. Murray ....•• :X X 
20~ Pinkus •••.•• X X 
21. Potthoff •..• X X X X 
22. Rakestraw .•• X .X X X X 
23. Reed ... •..••• X X X 
24. Richardson •• X X X X 25. Riedel •••.•• X X X 
26. Selberg ••... X X 
27. Sutton .••••• X 
28. Van Horne ••• X X 
29. Weaver X X 
]0. Wile s ••••.•• X X X X 
Frequency •..•••• 11 l 71 25 19 22 14 4 7 
Criterion nR~ber 1 : 2! 3 4 51 6 7 7 
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3~ The Test Technique 
A. Structure of the Test 
Multiple choice items.--The test is composed of apJ?rox.-. 
imately thirty multiple -choice items. Each item is in the 
form of an incomplete sentence~ or a question, referred to 
as the stem, accompanied by tb.J:>ee or more possible res.ponses. 
Of the possible responses presented to the examinee, one is 
the best response. The examinee· is also presented an 
answer sheet upon which he -checks in the parenthesis the 
response he has selected. The construction of the response 
items, in accordance with suggestions made by Ross1~, has 
been grammatically consistent, approximately qf equal 
length, and plausible, in so far as possible. The writer 
has endeavored to make the type of responses for each item 
homogeneous in nature, in order to detect higher levels oi> 
understanding and discrimination. 
This 11 best-answer 11 va!liety of the multiple choice test 
means simply that one response best refers to the stem of 
the item. Each item provides 11 a response that competent. 
critics can agree upon as best. 112/ The competent critics 
in this specific situation compose a group of in-service 
2/ R. L. hbel and E. F'. Lindquist (Editor), Edu'cational 
Measurement, George Banta Publishing Co., Menasha, · · 
Wisconsin, 1951, p. 232. 
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science teachers. The writer has taken great care to 
11 make all distractors plausible and attractive to examinees 
who lack the information or ability tested by the item 11 , 1/ 
and "avoid highly technical distractors". 2/ In reference 
to the multiple choice type test, Odell2/ states that 
11 they may be used to test not only knowledge of facts and 
amount of acquired information, but also knowledge of cause 
and effect relationships, ability to make comparisons, to 
evaluate, to apply, to illustrate, to define, and so forth, 
They are easier to prepare, and also to score, than some of 
the other types. 11 He further add):/ 11 almost all kinds of'·· 
multiple answer tests can be constructed so that they 
possess practically perfect objectivity. 11 The scorer is not 
faced with the problem of' partial credit on this type of' an 
examination. Either the response that is checked upon the 
paper is correct, or it is not correct, with no qualif'ica-
tions. 
Levels of' dif'f'iculty.--The writer is making an attempt 
to determine to what probable extent application and recog-
nition, as well as understanding of' a scient;Lf'ic principle 
1/ Op. cit .. , P• 234. 
2/ Ibido' p • 23,5 • 
3/ c. W. Odell, Traditional Examinations and New-Type 
Tests, The Century Co., New York and London, 1928, p·. 282. 
4/ Op • cit • , p • 2 82 • 
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have been gained through the demonstration activity. Fo~ 
this reason, it is necessary for the exruniner to approxi-
mate the difficulty range of the test items which he has 
prepared. It is well recognized that there are various 
levels of learning. 1/ In order to measure these levels of 
learning, a testing device of various levels of difficulty 
must oe constructed. The ac.tual judgment of item difficulty 
must be left up to the suhject~ve judgment of the test con-
structor. ttThe use of subjective judgment in estimating 
item difficulty at the stage.of item construction is to be 
encouraged. Such judgments, when based on all available 
experience, are distinctly helpful in leading to the con-
struction of items of the desired difficulty.nE./ The con-
structor has ample opportunity to construct the items of 
various degrees of difficulty by using more remote subject 
matter applications, or by_including unusually good dis-
tractors in the test items. Odell3/ states that, in 
reference to good distractors, · 11 theil;' selection /distractors7 
will depend to some extent upon how difficult it is desired 
to make the test. Incorrect answers should, however, never 
be obviously incorrect to a pupil who knows little or 
1/ w. A. Brownell and U. M. Sims, The Measurement of 
Understanding, Forty-fifth Yearbook, National Society 
for the Study of Bducation, 1946, University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, Illinois, pp. 27-43. 
2/ K. w. Vaughn and E .. F'. Lindquist (Editor), Educational 
Measurement, George Banta P~blishing Co,, Menasha, 
Wisconsin, 1951, p. 174. 
3/ Ibid., p. 286. 
- ~ 
nothing of the matter dealt with~ •.• 11 
The various levels of learning may be broken down to 
three broad ~ategories. The first level of learning may 
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be labelled, or described as mere factual retention. The 
second level employs enough understanding of the factual 
retention so that the learner can recognize and apply, in 
s~mple situations, the principles or concepts which he has 
retained. The third level of learning is reached when the 
learner can recognize and apply the understanding of the 
factual material to more complex, unfamiliar, .and difficult 
situations. The test has been constructed with these three 
levels of learning in mind. The first third of the test is 
conce~ned with items of the first level of learning, and so 
on. Thus, the test can be said to measure three levels of 
learning, all concerned with the same demonstration, and 
the same scientific principle. This method of testing 
tells the examiner to approximately what extent the pupil 
can recall, understand, or apply the principle. 
Vocabulary.--It is only logical for one to assume that 
the vocabulary used throughout the exper~ment must be consis-
tent, or at least on the same level. Vocabulary comprising 
the test must, of necessity~ be equivalent to that used 
during the demonstration. Inconsistent vocabulary is one of 
the factors which could unfavorably affect the reliability of 
the testing program. If the vocabulary within the testing 
device is inconsistent with that of the oral demonstration, 
one can expect a low reliability of the whole testing pro-
cedure. Reliability, i t:;lelf ,. is the consistency with which 
a test measures 11what it measures 11 , 
The vocabulary of the testihg device has been amended by 
the critic-jury to establish consistency of vocabulary 
throughout the experiment and vocabulary comprehension at the 
grade level at which the test is used. 
The test tryout.-- 11 After a set of test items has been 
written, criticized by subject matter experts, and revised 
on the basis of their critic isms, it must ordinarily be. 
tried out experimentally on a sample ot: examinees.u1/ 
Prior to any experimentation, the test was subjected to a 
tryout on at least one hundred pupils of equivalent age 
and grade level, but are not included in the experiment. 
This independent tryout tended to expose any unusually poor 
items, or poor distractors among. the possible responses. 
Such items could be dropped completely from the test, or 
eliminated in the final tabulation of the total results. 
As was stated previously, the total number of items 
in the test approximates thirty, but some may be dropped 
due to the discretions of the critic-jury, or as a result of 
the test tryout. 
1/ H~ S. Conrad and E. F. Lindquist (Editor)~ Educati~nal 
Measurement, George BaRta Pu~lishing Co., Meriasha, Wis-
consin? 1951, p. 250. 
jo 
The test period. --The length of the testing period for 
both the pre-test and the post·test has been indefinit~, in 
so far as no specific time limit has been set for either of 
the tests. The test period may continue on until every 
pupil has completed the test, in so far as possible. Each 
pupil is allotted sufficient time to at least read all of 
the items presented him,. A multiple choice test of thirty 
items can be approximated as requiring aUout ten minutes to 
be read through completely. Odell1/ has recommended that 
11 on the average elemElntary..:.school pupils be expected to 
respond to three or four such exercises /multiple choice 
item~? per minute." 
By allotting sufficient time for ~11 examinees to 
attempt all the items, the influential factor of time it-
self is eliminated. As stated by Lindquist,,g/ 11 The most 
common way of reducing or eliminating the influence of time 
on tests is to set the time limits so liberally that all, 
or nearly all, pupils are able to consider or attempt. all 
the items 'in the test. 11 Pupils are told to complete all 
items, and are watched to see that they keep at this task 
until finished. 
2/ A. E. Traxler and E. F. Lindquist (Editor), Educational 
Measurement, George Banta Publ~shing Co., Menasha, Wiscoli= 
sin, 1951, p. 340. 
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B. Aims and Use of the Test 
Employing statistics.--The test is an instrument 
devised to obtain statistics for measuring growth of learn-
ing, due to a specific educattonal experience, namely a 
scientific demonstratibn. Every effort has been made in 
the construction of the test tomeasure as precisely as 
possible, the nmeaningful learning" that has been grasped 
by each pupil subjected to the demonstration and the test~ 
retest procedure. The only de.scriptions of the learning 
and understanding that have taken place are the statistics. 
which can be applied to the results of the tests taken by 
the examinees- In accordance with Guilford,1/ it appears 
obvious that 11 statistics enable us to summarize o-ur results 
in meaningful and convenient form 11 • The su.mm.aries of the 
test results will enable educators in the field of soienc~ 
education to make general conclusions and predictions con-
cerning the presentation of the particu~ar scientific 
principle that has been demonstrated. Experimental and 
statistical methods cannot be divorced from each other, in 
so far as, 11 The experiment directs our observations and 
yields data. By means of statistical methods; we can sum-
. 
marize those data, interpret them, and determine their 
]:,/ J. p. Guilfqrd, Fundamental Sta.ti'stics ~n Psycholo&l 
and b:ducation, McGl .. aw-Hill Book Co.~ New York and London, 
1942, p •. 3 •. 
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reliability. 11 1L/ 
In this respect, Brownelly has stated that 11 Altogether 
too commonly understandings are disregarded in evaluation 
(and in teaching) in .favor of' outcomes which are more easily 
measured (and achieved). 11 
Test-retest method.--I.f the educator is to measure 
growth, or learning, due to some specif'ic learning activity, 
he cannot overemphasize the trimportance of knowing initial 
status with respect to understa.nding.u3/ The writer is 
convinced that the only reliable method of measuring the 
amount of learning, due to some speci.fic activity, is by 
means o.f the test-retest method. That is, by administering 
identical tests prior to, and after the learning situation. 
It is conceded that 11 not all the gain found can be correctly 
attributed solely to the remedial program /the demonstration 
period1 Some of it is doubtless due to the practice effect 
or to familiarity with the test itself, part of it to 
teaching rec~ived outside of' school, and part of it to 
natural growth.nl±/ F'or purposes of predicting this "probable 
gain 11 , the writer nas made use of' a control group in the ex-
periment. 
1/ J. P. Guilford, Op. cit., p. 156. 
2/ w. A. Brownell, The Measurement of Understanding, 
Forty-fifth Yearbook, National Society for the Study of 
Education, 1946, University of' Chicago Press, Chicago, 
Illinois, p. 2. 
3/ H. R. Douglass and H. F. Spitzer, Forty-fiftl;- Year-
book, OJ2• cit., p. 24. 
1±1 c. c. Ross, Op. cit., p. 206. '~ 
c. Characteristics of the Test 
Reliability of the test. --The reliability, being the . 
. precision and consistency with which the test meas~s 
nwhat it measures 11 , is a most important characteristic of 
the test. In this specific testing situation, the scores 
on the pre-tests and pos t.,....tests given to the experimental 
group cannot be correlated for purposes of determining 
reliability since the material being tested has been 
presented to the examinees in the period intervening the 
two tests. 
All external factors concerning the test have been 
kept as consistent as possible~ The element of time does 
not detract from the reliability, because provisions have 
been made for each pupil to at least consider all the test 
items. The influential time factor has been kept at a 
minimum. Lindquist1/ concurs in stating that 11 The procedures 
/testi~ become entirely unsatisfactory particularly in any 
test in whicJ:l speed is a significant element in the score 11 • 
The sampling of the material has been adequate, since 
all the test i terns have been constructed on the basis of a 
single scientific demonstration. A test of high reliability 
is further assured in the length of the test. It is gener-
ally conceived that the longer the test, 'the higller the 
l/ E. F. Eindquist (Editor), Educational Measurement, 
op. cit., p. 617. 
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reliability. The test in consideration contains approxi-
mately thirty items, measuring the understanding derived 
from a single scientific principle. 
Validity.--Validation of the test items has been by 
jury, as mentioned previously. The jury was composed o~ 
/ 
in-service science teachers. 
, . 
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e•aaee• a,a:leaaub.lp amt e~tt-ettea f)f .all m.slMseee. 
fte .... et pupUe a eat* e•r1ct4a aa« the uda3. 
mea\81 ape oalot4atH _tef1 ee$_1-evel wen e.e tell\ant 
ft~Ple •• atodal Meatal "- at ~-
. . Q'"' P D.~ _ - h ~~~:P!eut 
r:o u .... T.= - uum eP -
~1ct4e Ale •r 
:::: :r~r:::,:::~:::~oz::::·::::::~::~:!l::= -
X - 12•1 ·. - . 'l0 
:¢JIJII. P:@l&T·a J"l t?C IPil T . t Ul IMlfll dj!1 J,WMT. 8 It··· . . l r!&llll$ jl ... Jilfif! ... 
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·file uctel JI!Qt&l a.se roz- the • tb'e geup ot 1J8 p-.p!ls 
wa• tittee• re~• an4 asa .eatbs. All tbe ~•••b ..... elaaaee 
uaect. ._.. ~kleg claana w1th aeatl ot the pupils bavtas PH• 
~tous!J' he4 at leut a ...... o ~83. se:leuaee. 
_.1ve elaaaes ..-e wae4 ta -., ~ ~ hi~ aG&eeleh~ 
~ wae • tohl fit 131 ~· ta. tile- DaaeJial setenea elea•a 
that wen uaM. !be tanal uatd •ae t'Ol' t ~sa _.._ wa.e 
.tsrteea pDa u4 .e •••• ~- t~• eebesl.s waed ,.._.1e4 J.;a 
s11e-. -c. 38!• blp H4 • .ue:U...aat fl1f e1aeat ne Gle.J_.d 
pupU.e; •• l!leMn<l nat~ a eeellttlMt or &Vel' .rtve ha&e4 
...Us ••··the t:.blrdl bad u .-eU.ea~ er ev-• ~ee ~•• 
ptp!la. 
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~ olaaa.oGM p~e•4~P•·wea ••aentla.llJ· that •utl!aot 1ft 
e. :f'tPait ehaptei?• fha · a tepa wll1 be brief1J" NVlea4 bena 
uter · • .-~, infS!toctuettea _, ta· teM~a ta tJofih olaaa~eaaa 
betq ..,...d, t.bs pJte•test tva& g1vea. -ru testlq _..,MdU!'$ 
wu eapl.a£ae4 aa tt· m.nw aW.saef. tnat thet &hovl.c! s.sq~ 
$Ve'1!11 fi'U8&t!Oih •ldl.e tb$ i*JtUS ~ taldq. til$ tee'b, tla& 
. ...._ ---··~to. fi1ti.ft ~ 014\88 ·1f'GM W1bt;\1Ul) ea the 
lleet~. ~atm test was mWd'let1o4 ·a• lle.tore··~· ttate .._. 
eo11&••••• the 41'd.daa er ·tb.$ •lase ~>r ·~ lil'Wllbetts was e.-
p1aue4. !ker alee •ewe aaker.& to pu' tile tes'b ~e• ea 
tbe.b! aQWftt .Uet• !his p~ ot the P1?•-• '"* ·~· 
•at.lv. tweat, .a1Jautee wl th twelve Jd.tl•fles teP the testu. 
. . 
~. dtV.!4le the elaes•s l•fae eaper1sdtal aat oen~1 
ar~ ~~lt •r thfJ ol.••• aove4 ·ellt •• ••• wld.1a eu• 
belt 4f Ule otilo elaaa ••• u • e••• deti4'• Thla waa ttl 
aveta eoapatta ea .t'ioavenauf.ea •ld.le pestt1n&• IA ene reQa 
the elu• .- aslsaatea ae the. eoat:rel1Jl1Ci!1UP na at••• .,.,. 
plalei&s to ne.a.. tu,- '"*'at•• aethhla about tbe Pt1iul1'le 
. 
hlq tauat.dJ• ~ leet~vat!oa was ,..t.-tecl te tM 
~lmtnltal ~- Sa tll6 -~ .-eom. 'l.bll. tod ·~ .... tell 
tea ldetitea. 
A' •• •• eE the: 48M•wat£1AB Wt1f tett'li was pv-. aaaia 
t;f) ~teva ~e. '!'~ a-. ~t ef t11r1e ••• auowa4 ,,.. ·tbie 
tea• ••. was all~ ~ii'bdlf• 'l'hla e.,m;ple'-" tJae el••••• 
pHH«<W•• !he it but aebed.llle •a -u te 1'1 t tlt• 3tmie llS"" 
ele.a• J,M~i.f)tls wb.ieb nn t&Jl--~ mlafles loq. DHI ·~ 
.. 
~ 
wn ..._., oa Tueadats ad 'fbwada:rs 'th!'$~\ tu 
scboe1 U1 eo that the daJ or tS.ae ot ClaJ' would at 1le tee 
~t a t.u~ 1n the ••eults. 
'!l1e ttea~•••1u ••• t& pJ~eQftb the ~e!ple 1a •• 
~ e .tON •• was possSt.l•• '- tal• Pi'lu&pa.,. the ett'Mt 
·et cU.aaolYetl 188~1618 ~- ._ be1J..ba aDfl Qeelias pelat,s of 
p\i.?'e ""'•• the •tt•eu ot !A'dAt1ea aa _. ••• ._.wen •U... 
baited •• Mel\ a# peaa11'1lle• 
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~ pt:alaeiple ••• d..t:rtt~ed h'e .te\1\tt aata Uvtd.eae t~Rt 
pnaeatatt.ea Sa tile chauwa.,iea. fteae -'"a._.. (1) the 
ueJtlal11MS• dt.eael.Ye 1a ._ wate, (t) the Mnbl pe&u 
ouqe.a, (J) .... .h'eea!Ds peh' o.beq&a. ue t&r.J tu ~­
au· ia ••• with ~· wa'bu,. ·Tile •et\181 daea.sf»1atloa ns 
ftvlcle4 Saise two aab d1v1et.etta, - ~ealaa peia' -~· 
etlotl Ul4 the lta!llq pe!at oteN!Aatt.ea. ~ee cte"!'I!I.U• 
t!HS n•• made ta eae'b e:t ~ ttl& 4lvut.ae. 011e eM~ 
ab.onta tihe hSl!as aaa tn•d.taa p~u et P_.• •ate.. TM 
seeGAd *•••ct the effect ot deea aaci · a the .ttos.:uas ad 
tJ:teeUq peiat 114 ....,.. -~.. ft.e las' eae Pft&4 the et1'eet 
fl4 a aolul4e ealt, s.ea e)JJ.Oft148, oa •• •&S.l!Jq aac .tnedll& 
pabii ez pee •••~• file aaat d4 aot d1ee$lve 1a 'bl!te nte 
Wb1le t3lle UeJ1 eh.\or!e 414 d1aaelve. 
Uue the W".Ls~ter:a UMcl ee\lld no' be •• 117 tat 
eats.. e1ess. a l•ce •men-up• was ucte o:t ••~• uf.q 
e H<t arul •hit& ~1bbea ~e Ja.dbafle the ~eailitas. A. plot\'dHJ et 
Y& ~- tbe ~----~1011 ea 1mfWo4ueMa wee ..,.. OD 
* · tM· aubjeet ot t.u deaoaia'at1oa. '!lVb P!'Wlple l<aeeU. wee 
• .,. fluetd ·ta ita atllPet; · W'~ut -. '1eotUN. ·1ftiu.&t 
. vu Ul4aetlve ••the« ot le~ •• ttelq •••• ·lfhe delt.a-
ltlon or ~- watell. ·"uua ,., awt tneaus ,.._. ••• · 
pt'ea llfl4 thett tb$. ••~ w ~alme·l· 'o the ~1•• 'IBis 
bel~ the .a-.ialiJ -~·to tibe •••• the •'eU.tialq . 
.ot the ~-••• ad the •'*M!11$.l&_ u.n«. to tt•Mh aft ~1 
the wa..... '.ro tneae ~ ••'-• a 1tis't'U1'e ot _., lee tUut 
uet~ ••• Ud.t wt41• •a~" ••• ·uae4 to· HU ~- ••~• 
· ~- btult«t•t ot •*'- _.. · t.taedl to 4•1•~ the- b.U• 
iag ........... !1\ thtt tust lile.U. -·. au·t ... , •tat!llet 
1Jate". tthe eeoll4 c-oata!aef. w•t• 8rld saad *ht1e tAe thtl?d 
eeotJll.tited ~ ~- ebl-Wla eal't aelu~a. fill.• au« -.4 eali'S 
'IWW$ •••• to't.M •••. iteten to~ ..... ~ beeeuse e~ 
•• 1tat.'htl. t.bt$ a•aS.labl• «wU& tu ~vaues. 
- -
To-~ the ftH&as.,,..,-.at-. e:alih of:·"- eea-
~J..e4Jtt1eu u•d b the 'dUm& t~atwe o~at11iJ& ••r•-
trcsea _!a tutst te.e. Back tufJ tube ••• oe.talu4 &a a 
1eJ'p ttoat tulle to . aU. ·cled. w.- fheataa ~· wJU•- tl.tta 
.... ~ 
te~· ,.. t'!.'fo toe!.- cadet• Yb$ 94• eats fiJI_.. t1lbe 
e&ea .soatatld.~~ a t~w wen 1_.t&ed Ia w. INnlr.tl 
ael•tt.• <te the .-. depth. !fb(J e-.. emoat. et wahl' -.. use4 
a ead. teot t't.lht. 
!he b~dueUea uet 4ett•tptl.a ·~ ti1e Apl)fil!'Gtd ted 
approailleulr •• halt · th• u.e t:e!l!* tb$ ~awat!oa. t~ 
the, h'$$&1ag tapeJtatt.ll'ea ••• taua4 te• each tivttU.em. As 
_., eaea '&e..,..at~ na aeted aa ~ow ••• pimaed oa t~ae. --~ 
upn t~-. pcd.at.ll!l ,. tba' ~l'llt1lN an« the r1---
!Ulcatw •at adJusteuS to tu •~eet t611P8N1nl!le ........ 
lt wu &ou&bt eut ~ tm.at -. Sd.d Ud aoi) 41aae1t'ft ad 
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414 ••t <*aae the IJ!teeabs ~'• ~-- nYez.ae na ~ te 
"• ~ tw the J»a o!ll.e348 edt. Tu be1Ua& tu~Jr•••t_.s 
..-..e tbea diaeusHt.lt It ••s aoa 'hat aaa!A tbe 88lt had aa 
ette:et oa the '•••'*'\11'8 was.te the eaf. tid Jtot have _, 
etteot. A ehwt ·~ et tme n&14tS» c0ft81uflle4 tti.e lHtVI'e-
.__ •• _.u-. 
ft8 ~-uat an4 poet-tea' ••• uatfi1J the ••• adl e.• 
aisttecl tit ._.. p&il'ta. Th••• ••~'• tta -tt.lllUtt!GU • tlU!t fieao-a• 
avatlea, tee •••7 q8$t1fbUit abeta.t •wl:teatS.&lidl el' 'bhe prta-
olple aad. •tta:bt uri •:PP11aathnt et tlle JWUelple. !fae 
«emottevattea ques1>S.vu "" •••eel ao -tnat tn.,- .olill4 be 
aaa•_.d w1 thout eeeia& • ••uWa~ m of the Sl\:4t!.ple 
U.tee 1--- .._. $1!8eatta~ tmt &aJY q,ueet1M a!Me ta•J' 
••• all ea the se• ••b3"'-
'be natab111tF et tbe te·et ·~ af.ienlaed ro• the 
3~ atsn eeuellevel, At.tae~t :~Mete wen uaetll wt.tm a. 
at~tma twilt ~ was oalJ oa& Ged'Hflt auRI' f& ea$ 
'iuett1eA aa« tt. p!!te•tesu ••• e&UHtetl l$et•• tM ~ 
l\eau-. • oeN ot tb• t•ats ad. u J.tq aaa11•1a ap~ 
1n the ~a. 
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411 the !af~tloa ptheNd .-.ut eaeh J*Pl1 a4· t-.u-
ae~ a th& •ets ~• p.a.t ea a· t-.n!-d .• _.. Na lu11ded 
{" . . 
whe~P t21t.e np11 ••• a bet or aiPlJ !a til• ..,..t.atal. * 
eu_.oJ. ~• ttl$ raadta- a each !-. •t he- wet; 1Jhe htal 
aoeee q eaeh teetJ the _.,..,_lt!JY&lJ t.b.e motel ep level 
.,. bloeb e:t -~• a&tha au te tbe b1all a•hGel .,a~,.. the 
..,,te~a 1ft whieh the_ pttpS.l was .-.u..a. T~~~t• Wea.et1ea 
na ~u.avthta4 oLtat t.be edpe or tbe Jteet~a-4 e&P4 aa • o•• 
vaaient» -~ re~ aepeau.oa at:& poupa Ul4 fteC~:umer oelirtte. 
A4 113.u-at&ea ot th$ tfecer4 ee-tt ia alH 11\elt!de4 a fike 
eppeadU• Ia the .raal ae~!aa aU or ttae teet 1tae .-e 
aelt:&tte4 m the tGtlla. 
r!oclol. mcno;}ol Of',o.~h4j ttaa:ta or tbls afiUfQ' •• tae ~ 
ll!!lr' • •-• rs•= ~ r ••u•a·- · 
~ ... ftJ>Jt ·the •1P.'tll =ul tt:ath ..... ~- .... 18 
aw1etl7 de.f1u4 •• the p~!at &tam.- , •• , ... (17 ta. d.ta-
-!buttOil. Ia a dietr1tn.tt1ea -ot ~cl flats. t!ie •tMle 
ucle 1a t.be m1dpe!at ot tA•tJ elaaa !i!ltwval ba.J.aa tke 
peehat ~'*'GJ'• 
l'e a~n• tba acuts tew til• 41eti"J.but;1oa et· this a~ 
ue ••• ••c~e fJt twJ Ot!e \lld.Gk s._!Jlc lntelllaem.e• '••t• 
be Beta t03l'rll was ue$d. 1a tile e!.ptA &1'ade ud the ...._ rea 
1a t:Ja• atp. aeaoe!.. The uteUis•AM testirll6 J.or t.t.t.en 
pa4ea wae done 4\W!ng the pti'aeeat. eeheol 1•••• 'the ,__.. 
aul ta 9I$N reewde4 oa the ear.Ss .re~ eaeh pap1l £n tie 
a~late tbt'H l~Ui5Ja !D'-"81• A OfUU'&t a.b.oJred U EN .. 
•todia& bteMTal beq~ tot! eiaH' at'*M• the •• ..,. 
thell oaloulat•tl t• eeeb sPade eacl U1ea t• eaell ~.lo~• 
!a ~· !Up •~1 •. ~ •7• appN.xl.mate t~e tl\at 
••• uecl •• the !'eUO\t'!qt 
IIOu = tl) (htU.aa) • (I) (-.aa) 
·The reau3'Jaa ot this oele'datS.om for the pa6s •d. em'Ple.-
luaa -.~. •• tollewea 
-
0 
10 
•-•• a:a• · .t- t .. 
-
Xt:'Wt'!l81fd b. nl 
• &• ...• __ ~ •. 
16 . ! . . ' 't0.,..1 
e•• a r;t t r •• •- k i -. f · ••.•rsr•·••• ill p 1•• -.._.rc:G t1 _Ol 
iO til 
.. ,_ i I I tilll¥ i. "" l JJ ··- .IJI I I. 
'1':U ~ ._tal &ae wa!J Ute the RllltJJta1 OftdaaQ' 
£w f11re age lat.ttt#ela. fte .. paea .-e thea alrid&d u-. 
t~e ••eil10d, (1) tlleae 1a tlie •481 ..at•l •ae _.._,, 
(a) the ._._ace «eYlabtte• .a (3) tae ev•••ee de91eir&a. 
.hell. er theae p._. ••• aln tU . .-la4 tate eaabel aad ._. 
pe!aeatal _.. ••. 
•. 
A oeut er tile --.ltezt Gt pUp!la 1n tA• YatlthS 3af.e 
h1ah aeuels· te%' t.U ei&b'f&.)l SN~cle uul uatal ep e-311 tU 
deviates &e~a thia eeat.al te~J 1a ahewa bel.ew. 
Pe the tdth pade· tU 41fis1ea 1ato lh»ltal •se peapa 
eaa be aholnll te b& eas t'ellent · 
I 
••n R ..• ui- ...... a . l I. illliil 
rgJ M tliliiU J lit Jil . 1 I'll. I • l 2l . t F~t1W d I 1Jiii1W1 l-
n Jild 22 F ... ?Uill 10 .l ..... ll t ,,, ~~Z .. d, __ • 
':i'otat, 
. 1181.1 t ··~ ~· 61 a_rma_!:tg t. ,u,·-··.#t*Laat •. .u •.• •• •• .. 
fte iseath _.de W88 stw!l!d W deteAd.ae tbe Z'-&lll't1G• 
D1p e:r tJaa eta-r1e\1ll\l'UIS aa well •• ter- pcaile eempal11aoas. 
flllae ..,ieulas ••• else d!v1de4 late t•ee •••tel aae 
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..... 
eu ~lake f:OllpU'!sohe ·betweea ~ &PS&e ad et'D."'Jtl0Ul'UJ18 the 
Ot1e JO!'IUl ,_.eeatUe Ohai''D -.e asu. ~ ~·•• ot 
this tD& Ohll'fi •• l!a'-fl ea t'e!l#fla: 
fl].• 'le aee· at a ~· Wbail . t:a. oeati'al teltC!eJ1GJ" 
ot. tu tl'GUP ot •• _.... s.a, aid alee tcri &b'&ala 
a uuttt'e ot tbe eeaUtal •••ev• 
a. ~ see at a &lame• tt• •ldelJ' the ntWae •• 
.u.ew1&ttte4, ad to «ot:Jtata e ••••.,. or the 
••Sab:.Ul._. ez -. aeene la ae .,.e,.., 
J. 'lo CGil.P•• ~1et47 .ca eaall.J' t1'1e oemwal 
· t•~• .et we ett .-e FetltPS ff4 • .-es. 
4. t'e c~ qt11ek17 Rti eulli the v&M.ab:U.lt1ee 
o~ tt~te er are gou.pe ,g seoPea. 
L ft tia.d •Jaat pe:rtiea tar a ~eup og latllv14Uals 
attdB 8.Jl7 Pfta Seel'e• 
••· '1'0 t!ad tbe ••• ._, 1e atta!ucl b,- e~q P,vea 
"P•ttea ·.r tke pnp. 
7 • lfe diseeve• the peet41e el:uaJtaetier1aUea ~ 
,, 
;. 
'*' 
...... 
' 'I' 
a «J.•trlbut.loe u' te a.-U\7.· · , ...... . ••• •te• • 
·au '&e '--*' .,_. "dl''' et ualts ta .. _... 
,.._,. ~ tile •• _. et heill'M• 
a. "''o 4!wlt~e a~ liZ' s.uS.v!.tl.ala !a\t> eu.b..-
. .-_. •• .,._., .. ehaa1tJ ~ a ua. l!!Ula 
·et ee-.•• 
9• 1'a •••tp • .a~l' ._,"* .er le¥tfd' •••ba,p 
•· papUa • th •••1• e.t • ....,... •'•• 
10. Yo tiswl. t.ba ,~Ct}:Wt~copo!l\lo.nco ••••• .._.. Sa 
.... Jfleft •• , •• ~' "· - tb4 •• Heft 
.· , ... ...,, .. , .......... w. ... __ , .r 
. . aldllV aa ta ~.,. .. 1t7 • ei••• .... !a 
. ..... ~ ... ,. . . 
11•'• tlatl a. cor-•f"on.pont!$nto -.,.._ • ._.. tl84 
.-.laP~ ..... 8tMft8 aa4 MU!tp• N--8 
............ 'Ulat u. , .. tbdl .. ...,.. ••• 
. ~ ....... .,. ........ --~. 
a.a. •• • ..,.,, "'* ._ •• ate ...... •••••• 
1). ,. _, ..... et ~ 111--- ot 
ae-.e •'~ ttr ,..Ua et VI'Pieu aae• e 
· • . ..ua, • fit aJ.••. ,_._~ ... .z ,.ua ot 
· l•• •-..eJ.•etecl ,......,.,. . 
-. w...at&oa ,.._. ~·• _.,, tttll ._ ·~·c ta 
.... aaa:t ..._,,_. 1a a..ouat.a fit .._ Natll.ta. 
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~· ••118& .t eebeele UU1 papru g• tl!l1a ~dp'le 
!e .aou v<WJla.p as J•'• ane••• be.to•• tba stwlf baa 
lMea ~2.ei;e4 a aataple ot sla aacBNd P'@ila at -. .-e 
aeatal ap 1ev~d~. tr!U ave batfa ued.- ••• •ueele la eau 
eoeto•eeaaie 1•vel w1U have te be ••« &1se lMt<n"• 8J1t8 
etlld..k aanelllttlaa ean M •eaene&. 
'1."..aa leetuzwe.-tlaomsW.tleta$ ••• otw1H · owfl ea date 
wbea eoiidl tlq$ ttauld be "•*'- ~w .pett l'eiJ\tlt•• ~e weulcl 
bllve ben, how•ver, aae f'et&tpe 1u olaJses te:affecl uu ·the 
eleae er the aeeel ta,-. _ ~-~~. !a tld.a stuq both 
paoe ...-. 4ou at a~ealmatEtll' tile ._,. t.J.me tbl't?nqko'U!ts 
tJa aeh$el der .. 
f!.id.aa wee ••• of the .ada JWObleme eee"lebe4 w1tb t:bie 
pr1m.o1~le., lt ttou14 have a seleu etteot oa to lt'eaulte U 
ne pae was al1nec! te bave ••• tia tbaa ~••• ftle 
pupS.le aut M ~teaq te at~ q.f. af5ep qutcld.J'• Iutnetleaa 
l!lbe'llld 'lNt ab0'!'t, ~• W'(l-.-t aa4 eeeUr ut~e,.eteotla 
17llct 1'4•1og -~s ea4ueh4 the eleeaoe eaepiS tG'II 
. _ 4-t.atlea ltnlt,. th&l'ehj elSJdut!Ji& ~ f!4 'Mle 
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.,. 
• 
pea~t!:Trtl• •••aeme•• !a tk1!t •apeimeetal &1 tut!ea. ftla 
d._,uwat1ea wu easily oomplete4 !a tlte tae Ulett..& M 
1~. 
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~ teat.t.aa a1tut!OA une4 ..- peseibh tisa4vaates,ea-. 
t.~ae eoa_.1 arolllP 111 til$ •J.&A'Im Sl'tile tlld &tD't Uke tlw lM8 
c~tr' tedaa a. . ••• teat a Meed tlua theJ' enu. ut a.-
w pasp the ~t!a o:t ooa-.el goupa., 'ftle7 ~• te 
••• •1141¥ at ta. -••• th$ 9M~hefs• thla HetM.tetl 
1a a 1••• !a total ..-. we• tmat ·wn!eta tlae? ud •• a the 
pre-teet;.-. · th1a . ..,- ,!aA!eate that a ef!td.valeat tea' et~tl 
be uaetl tw tke poa--tesfl tor- the padea below tM teaf8 
••••• !bet time Um!.t t• thl.a teat ns ·~·· ._ . ..,. 
ns.hel to tl.a!.ah the laat .few t.t•e em oatil •~ae pe•teat uit. 
~ poat-'hat. !be fl#?et -a ctueattfta GNlle4 tG slew .._ 
~· ptapila, po~.eS.\!Jl7 ud!eatiq tbat ~7 ..-e. .,. ~· z. 
the bell~ et the teaiJ. A ~tb.O rev1dea .r. tme teat 
te a.ow pe•ai.bl~ wttm tu .ea.a•e er tme· teat• t• tae tift 
........ ,mpUe sa •••• -. •••••• 
fheite we~te aeverel lteae u. ~ teat wl!'d.eh aea, pupil& 
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Topict f£enth grade., experimental bl'OUP results on the 
post•test fof! eaeh mental age level-. 
A. ,90,!I>Ell'ison: The overage group outscored both the 
modal age group and the w:uierage 
group by e wid<9 margin. _The curves or the lattez* 
two are similar tb:t-ough their length. 
B., tJedian scoj;'JeS# UnderagG Modal Age Overego 
17 17 
o.., -!opm~itz= All the eu:rnrea are sket~ed sliglltly •. 
, HQvever the overage and modal age 
are neaz-1y normal except foP the results at the 
ends o£ the diatribut!o~ 
Modal Age ·Overage 
24•21 (3) 
This shows a di~eot relationship~ As 
the mental age went up, the variability 
went down. 
The amount of overlapping is shown 
by the :following resul ta 1 
3.8% of overage below median of modal age 
. group 
3.8% ot overage below median of undePage 
group SO% o£ modal age below median of undeFage 
group 
91' of modal age above median of' ove~age 
gf!Ollp 
SO% o!: undeztage above median of modal .age 
group 
8% of underage above median of ove~age 
group 
F~. P!WPOBIJI '!'his set of o-wves shows that the ove~ags 
~oup in the tenth ~ade outscores the othe:P 
two ~al age gi'oups by :from 9 to 3 points. The 
di.fterence is 6 points at the median. ~he unde!tage 
and modal mental age groups are approximately the 
same overall. At this level the overage deviates 
knew more about the principle. 
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aot$M4• the tentk ,,.. ~.:l ~ G£• WH l;!afaM -..~ ae 
·1tlhte:r .-tel _. alae• ~ ,.,. 1-.s 8\\l'Tl~ 1 Jm.PU& ~ 
tlteN _, .. 1n ~~- Il Gild 1Y. 
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!t. waa. aaS'Wlte4 ~t. more J.e.-irl6 mi•t uve 'be~ pro-
. 
4\leet tw mON i\eaclWls 1W tllls ~4 a the sse P!'1!1C1»1e. 
11\ls tteuld e.pply in acme :ttsspscna &lao 1f' more 'Ume waa al.....,. 
1G~~~ fQ~ the i~s'• . 
It is knGt~.n that m~ prin~lcas oan b0 tall6bt at. s&veJ'al 
-~(i) levels bl tl$.1ng tU..ftel'en.\ empllae1s ana. V&J?S!ns 1.Jl\la tif'• 
!'1cW.ty of t!~e matEl~!$1, so at~\ wu made 1ft ~s s~ 
to aGd at wlliGh ewa!e 1~1 thls Pl"in~1ple ah&li14 be taqb.t. 
rua voul"- depend on mEWN ~M\ors sueh aa t.b.& scala of 1m.e 
o~s. ~ ac.\.."'loal ~1e\11a; \he meatal &ge lEJV$l ad maar 
•th9&'$4 
'The fellow~ sugpsM~ ue mad9 to~ i'utU%'& !'&S$~ 
en this type problem. 
1.: A OON'eJAtion ot th-& ewe: a~ l Q tn_th le~ 
. abiU.._ fer t!WJ pmno!.ple oaa be made~ the data atte 
csmplete-. 
2. lt 11ou1d $0e.ta t111at fe:tt -~ ~th atmh a ·l-JJ!'P 
.· dtet.tbuUon. that the m$M. s1U»ul4 ba U~Jed a.a -\J basi& me».tal 
qGt,t 
J. i'hle s~ was uo~ to detem!M the etnetaer 
Of t!w demons~t!on. Hatf$1'Qr, an .iuveat1sati0l\ oculd. 'b$ macle. 
1nte e~ PLlasible demolll!trattons and a com.partsoa aa£e &f 
~• etfl\ti&ciaa. 
4-. A stu.dV to 4etenW:t.:a t..t be~t,e1~ re~ul:be co~ be 
o~~ 1lG1rlS an eq\d.valeat test t~W 't1l.e poatwtest mag 'be 
neoessta:fl• 
• 
( 
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:RECORD CARD (Figure 12) · 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Mental age in mos., 1 00 + 
....,.. 
~ 
E c 
B G 
Name . 
Yr. Mo. __ Day 
Birth date CA 
School Town State Grade 
Teacher Subject 
Otis form 
Score 
IQ 
Date today 
Experimenter 
Principle 
Kit number 200+ 
Previous Sci.ence Courses: 
E Curriculum c 
I II IV 
I 
155 
. 
1 
' 
2-4 
5-7 
8-10 
11-13 
14-16 
17-19 ! 
20-22 
23-25 
26-28 
29-31 
32-34 i 
35-37 I 
' 
38-40 ! 
41-43 I 
44-46 
. : 
47-49 
50-52 
" 
53-55 
56-58 . 
59-61 
62-64 I I 
65-67 : 
68-70 ; 
71-73 
' 
74-76 
77-79 ! 
80-82 ! 
' 
83-85 
.,
i 
86-88 f 
89-91 ! 
\ 92-94 
95-97 I i 
98-00 I 
I 
1-03 ' 
: 
4-06 I 
' 
7-09 
' 
10-12 
13-15 
' 
' 16-18 
19-21 
22-24 
